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Abstract 
 

Over the years, the focus of information security has evolved from technical 

issue to business issue. Heightened competition from globalization 

compounded by emerging technologies such as cloud computing has given 

rise to new threats and vulnerabilities which are not only complex but 

unpredictable. However, there are enormous opportunities which can bring 

 

Enterprises in Oman are compelled to embark e-Oman strategy which 

invariably increases the complexity due to integration of heterogeneous 

systems and outsourcing with external business partners. This implies that 

there is a need for a comprehensive model that integrates people, processes 

and technology and provides enterprise information security focusing on 

organizational transparency and enhancing business value. 

It was evident through interviews with security practitioners that existing 

security models and frameworks are inadequate to meet the dynamic nature 

of threats and challenges inherent in virtualization technology which is a 

catalyst to cloud computing. Hence the intent of this research is to evaluate 

enterprise information security in Oman and explore the potential of building a 

balanced model that aligns governance, risk management and compliance 

with emphasis to auditing in virtual environment. 

An integrated enterprise governance, risk and compliance model was 

developed where enterprise risk management acts as a platform, both 

mitigating risk on one hand and as a framework for defining cost controls and 
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quantifying revenue opportunities on the other. Further, security standards 

and frameworks were evaluated and some limitations were identified. A 

framework for implementing IT governance focusing on critical success 

factors was developed after analysing and mapping the four domains of 

COBIT with various best practices.  

Server virtualization using bare metal architecture was practically tested which 

provides fault-tolerance and automated load balancing with enhanced 

security. Taxonomy of risks inherent in virtual environments was identified and 

an audit process flow was devised that provides insight to auditors to assess 

the adequacy of controls in a virtual environment. A novel framework for a 

successful audit in virtual environment is the contribution of this research that 

has changed some of the security assumptions and audit controls in virtual 

environment.  
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CHAPTER 1  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Introduction to Information Security 
Management 
 

Due to globalization and stiff competition in the contemporary business, there 

is a phenomenal change in the way business is being conducted. The 

advancements in network computing have enabled information systems to act 

as a scaffold to conduct business efficiently. This has drastically shifted the 

application of computers as a business tool to automate processes, to IT 

systems supporting information based assets. Recently, the usage of cloud 

computing has increased, which can provide platform as a service (PaaS), 

software as a service (SaaS) and infrastructure as service (IaaS) with 

enormous features for scalability, availability at reduced cost (Farrell 2010).  

Cellary and Strykowski (2009) argue that e-government solutions should be 

based on cloud computing and service-oriented architecture with strong 

national leadership and changes in regulations. Virtualization technology is 

the core component of cloud computing which is helping in reaping immense 

benefits through different cloud computing models and architectures. 

Virtualization comprises of running multiple operating systems and 

applications on the same physical server at the same time supporting service-

oriented architectures and provisioning flexible deployment. However, 

virtualization has both advantages and challenges since different forms of 

virtualization pose different research questions. As enterprises are extending 
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their operation across borders and becoming more elastic, computer security 

has evolved into information security (Whitman & Mattord 2007). As there are 

many definitions of information security, the more comprehensive one is 

defined in the U.S. National Information Systems Security Glossary edited by 

Kissel (2011) 

access to or modification of information, whether in storage, processing or 

transit, and against the denial of service to authorized users or the provision 

of service to unauthorized users, including those measures necessary to 

In other words, the primary 

objective of Information security is to ensure confidentiality, integrity and 

availability (CIA) of information to authenticated and authorized entities. 

strong 

process based approach and a sound understanding of the business 

objectives. By defining security objectives in the context of virtual 

environment, an enterprise can create and operate a systematic and 

comprehensive approach to security.  

However virtualization has complicated the lives of both security auditors and 

IT specialists since no mechanism for comparing server audit performance 

and results across the many nascent vendor standards. Auditing for 

compliance must be designed to evaluate the strength of critical controls that 

protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of virtual environments. 

1.2. Background 
 

Information security is given priority by the government, public and private 

enterprises and becoming a key agenda in top management initiatives. 
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Research studies indicate that the enterprises concern about the possibility of 

a security breach and loss of confidential information combined with threats 

from natural hazards is ever growing and reached alarming levels (Freeman 

2010). The real challenge for the management is the implementation of an 

information security program that is aligned with the business objectives and 

takes into consideration other organizational factors. To address this, the 

British Standard BS 7799 was published in 1995, whose focus is to maintain 

confidentiality, integrity and availability of information based assets (Barnard & 

Solms 1988). Later, it evolved as ISO 27001 in year 2005 which 

encompasses 11 domains consisting of 135 controls to provide a standard for 

implementing information security management systems (ISMS) for any 

enterprise (Calder 2009). 

Most enterprises 

sole responsibility of the information technology (IT) department (Baker & 

Wallace 2007).  Hence, ISMS  scope is reduced to manage IT security. This 

diminishing scope is mainly due to the lack of understanding of larger 

business issues which range from the protection of data to the protection of 

human resources. If the scope is the entire enterprise, which includes external 

entities such as business partners, suppliers, customers and other 

departments, then it becomes enterprise information security. It encompasses 

relevant people from all business units such as top management, IT head, 

legal experts, HR manager, and physical security staff. Although, ISMS 

defines processes for creating, operating and governing, it is not a control 

standard. Rather, it is perceived as a process management and assessment 

standard.  
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The enterprise security program essentially consists of ten steps including: 

Scope of security program, Business Process Mapping, Identify Information 

Assets, Asset Valuation, Vulnerability Assessment, Risk Assessment & 

Evaluation, Risk Treatment & Management Approval, Identify Control 

Objectives and Controls, Create Statement of Applicability and finally Training 

and Awareness. The implementation is based on the Deming cycle (plan-do-

check-act) which provides meaningful guidance on how to manage elements 

of security (Te-King et al. 2007). In order to successfully implement security 

policies to ensure compliance one must develop effective dynamic change 

management strategies which is hard since people are resistant to change. 

(Beer & Nohria 2000) (Kenneth et al. 2006)  (Oakland & Tanner 2007) (Mohan 

et al. 2008) (Sirkin, Keenan & Jackson 2006). Hence the successful 

implementation of a security program is directly proportional to organizational 

culture and the integration of processes. (Huang, Lee & Kao 2006).  

However, the management of an enterprise information security program 

must be aligned to business objectives and at the same time should consider 

all functional units of the extended enterprise in an integrated manner with 

specific emphasis to cultural issues.  

In the Sultanate of Oman (Oman), which is petroleum rich country in the 

Arabian Gulf, the government has envisioned diversifying towards industrial 

developments (MONE 1996). This position has resulted in multinational 

enterprises to setup their business units or partner with enterprises in Oman 

to broaden their business opportunity and exchange technical expertise (ITA-

OMAN 2008). 
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Many enterprises rely on outsourcing and the trust between the different 

people concerning information security within an organization is excessively 

increasing. Hence the program must be flexible enough to address market 

pressures and other external organizational factors linked to outsourcing 

(Bellone, Rodriguez & Juan 2008). The enterprise information security 

program must be continuously monitored and evaluated through internal 

auditing for compliance (Raggad & Emilio 2006).  

Recently, the  e-government strategy became priority and aims at 

interlinking government sectors and services through a unified system thus 

empowering its population through e-Oman initiatives. An interoperability 

framework was thus built by the Information Technology Authority (ITA) to 

enable government entities to seamlessly integrate and exchange business 

related data between e-government systems in order to provide efficient 

services to its subjects (ITA-OMAN 2008). The e-Oman strategies emphasize 

in increasing efficiency in government by reengineering the business 

processes and provide e-services through service oriented architecture 

(SOA). SOA delivers enterprise agility through service composition, model-

driven development, and service virtualization with supporting infrastructure. 

In order to achieve this it needs to implement core e-government 

infrastructure & secure the applications in line with international standards. 

The government of Oman has come up with a strategic plan as shown in the 

figure-1 to clearly develop a corporate governance structure with well-defined 

roles and responsibilities. A plan is said to be strategic if it provides direction 

to management with the required information to make informed decision about 

security investments and meet one or more business objectives. 
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Figure 1 -government Initiatives 

This structure should have a well-defined IT governance framework and 

reporting mechanism so that the persons responsible and accountable are 

properly expressed. The primary objective is to bring all the government web 

portals hosted out of Oman to within the country. The second objective is to 

provide a unified system that should integrate all forms of communication on 

to a single interface (unified communications). The third objective is to provide 

e-services between government enterprises (G to G), businesses (G to B) and 

citizens (G to C) flawlessly since integration of disparate systems is complex. 

However, there are many factors to be considered in such enterprise wide 

integration of services especially from the risk management perspective.  

Research study states that there are several issues to be addressed before 

such complex heterogeneous information systems are integrated irrespective 
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of the geographical locations of the collaborating partners (Pulkkinen, 

Naumenko & Luostarinen 2007). Also, public and private enterprises have 

realized the need for effective risk management strategy after the cyclone 

four billion US Dollar losses to many enterprises. Some of them lost data 

which are unrecoverable and led to the loss of reputation. This incident taught 

enterprises across the country that the unthinkable can happen and they must 

be proactive in managing risks and necessary processes need to be 

implemented and reviewed periodically to minimize the impact of 

consequences (Al-Badi et al. 2009). 

As a result of this, enterprises in Oman have envisioned providing quality 

services to its citizens and thereby aligning itself to the e-government strategy 

to increase delivery, integration and quality of electronic government services 

and drive its adoption by citizens, residents and businesses (ITA-OMAN 

2008). Hence all government agencies need to integrate seamlessly to 

provide electronic services to its stakeholders thus increasing their interaction. 

For example, the system integration of Ministry of Education with Ministry of 

Manpower and Public Authority for Social Insurance is necessary for e-

government system to verify employment history and social security status in 

order to provide retirement benefits seamlessly. 

The Ministries in Oman had planned for rapid and structured expansion of IT 

infrastructure to support this initiative with increased vendor association that 

required greater internal and external compliance. There is a need to meet 

regulatory requirements with increased focus on security and controlled 
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change management providing value proposition. Concerns relating to 

supplier risk assessment with clear accountability had earlier led to multiple 

points of contacts and inadequate service level agreements (SLA). Also there 

are wide range of new regulations and growing number of standards, 

guidelines, checklists, against which the ministry had to comply proactively. 

Hence a complete documented governance framework with continuous 

process improvements giving opportunities to value creation is required. 

1.3. Aims & Research Objectives 
 
The intent of this research is to evaluate enterprise Information security in 

Oman and explore the potential of building a balanced Governance, Risk and 

Compliance (GRC) Model that aligns Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and 

compliance so that compliance activities dynamically seek to achieve society's 

regulatory ends by reducing losses which might create externalities. The 

proposed GRC model will provide a process-oriented approach which is the 

priority of this research. The following are the research objectives that guide 

the development of this study: 

1. To critically investigate strategies adopted by enterprises to manage 

information security in Oman and to determine how information security 

management could be optimized as a repeatable management 

process. 

2. To evaluate the role of GRC in the management of enterprise 

information security and to synthesize a novel balanced GRC model for 

optimizing enterprise information security.  
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3. To examine the cultural aspects of the environment in Oman and its 

impact on the professional and ethical issues in managing information 

security for ensuring shared trust. 

4. To identify and mitigate risk across an organization in view of 

from avoiding litigation to assessing risk. 

5. To design a novel framework that supports information security audit in 

virtual environment to ensure that sensitive information is treated in 

accordance with law, regulation, and organizational policy. 

6. To optimally ensure that operationally critical information is available, 

accurate, and up- to-date. 

1.4. Significance of this Research 
 
This research is relevant within the context of Oman since many enterprises 

have suffered huge losses after the tropical cyclone G hit Oman on 

June 5 2007 which was the worst cyclonic storm ever recorded in North Indian 

ocean and the Arabian sea. Cyclone GONU showed that both public and 

private enterprises across the country must be well prepared for such 

eventualities to ensure business continuity and thus gain public confidence 

(Al-Badi et al. 2009). 

Enterprises must be careful to understand the true nature of risk. If managers 

go to extremes in their efforts to reduce risk exposure, costs will soar and the 

financial implications will be significant, potentially causing a loss of 

competitive advantage and high cost is just as much a risk as the possibility of 

a security breach. On the other hand, if management accepts risk without 
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considering the consequences, losses may pile up and eventually drive the 

enterprise out of business. This research examines strategies that can 

optimize enterprise information security. Hence governance, risk management 

and compliance model must be properly understood and applied so that it can 

help management deal with risk effectively. Enterprises in Oman started to 

adopt comprehensive ISMS initiatives due to the need to be in compliance 

with government requirements. There was a compelling reason to implement 

elements of any information security management system that can turn 

enterprise security policies into security requirements which can be codified, 

enforced, and measured to achieve, Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and 

Accountability (Tracy 2007).  

1.5. Definitions 
 
In this section I have provided definitions to keywords that are used in this 

report.  

Enterprise means an entire business organization, including all of its 

subsidiaries, business partners, suppliers, vendors, customers and spread 

across different geographic location. It implies a large corporation or 

government agency, ministry but it may also refer to a company of any size 

with many systems and more than 500 users to manage.  

Security is a state of well-being of information and infrastructure in which the 

possibility of successful yet undetected theft, tampering, and disruption of 

Information and services is kept low or tolerable. 

Threat is an action or event that might compromise security. A threat is a 

potential violation of security. 
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Vulnerability is the existence of a weakness in the system. This weakness 

may be due to flaw in the design or an implementation error that can lead to 

an unexpected and undesirable event compromising the security of the 

system.  

Exploit is a defined way to breach the security of an IT system through its 

vulnerability.  

Attack is an assault on the system security that is derived from an intelligent 

threat. An attack is any action that violates security. 

Confidentiality  access to 

information. It refers to mechanisms that prevent unauthorized information 

disclosure (Thompson & Thompson 2007). 

Integrity ensures that the information is authentic and has not been modified 

by additions, deletions, modifications, or rearrangement. 

Availability is the percentage of time that a system is working correctly during 

a time period. It refers to mechanisms that ensure the system or data is 

available. 

Strategic planning is a disciplined effort to produce 

fundamental decisions and actions that shape and guide what an enterprise is, 

 (Whitman & 

Mattord 2007). 

Information security is the protection of information and information systems 

from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or 

destruction in order to provide confidentiality, integrity, and availability (Kissel 

2011). 
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Risk management is defined by NIST in its Risk Management Guide for 

Information Technology Systems Document 

and methods that is used to direct an enterprise and to control the many risks 

that can affect its ability to achieve objectives (Stoneburner, Goguen & 

Feringa 2002) 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) : A widely accepted definition of ERM 

is given by Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Tread way 

Commission (COSO) as 

management and other personnel, applied in strategy setting and across the 

enterprise, designed to identify potential events that may affect the entity, and 

manage risk to be within its risk appetite, to provide reasonable assurance 

regarding the achievement of entity objectives  (Rasmussen & Koetzle 2007). 

1.6. Summary  
 
This chapter gives a brief introduction to Information Security Management 

and its significance within the context of Oman. It also discusses the need to 

align to the e-government strategy of Oman to enable government entities to 

seamlessly integrate and exchange data to provide efficient e-services. The 

research objectives are outlined and supported by relevance of research 

within the context of Oman since many enterprises suffered huge losses after 

a tropical cyclone Gonu hit in June 2007. Finally some key definitions are 

provided along with the progress of the research project from year 2008 to 

2013.  
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CHAPTER 2  
 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 
 

2.1. Statement of Problem 
 
Oman is increasingly dependent on information and communication 

technology since the nation -government strategy became a priority which 

aims to build confidence in the use of government e-services over internet. 

Also, private enterprises have realized the need for an effective information 

security management system after the cyclone GONU hit the shores of Oman. 

As discussed in the background, many enterprises in Oman still perceive that 

Information Security is just a technical problem and thus rely on technological 

innovations such as firewalls, antivirus, intrusion detection, encryption 

techniques and Unified threat management (UTM) solutions. Literature review 

reveals that technical approaches alone cannot solve security problems for 

the simple reason that information security isn

Information security is more of an enterprise problem and a business issue 

not a product that can be purchased out of the shelf. Many enterprises do not 

have operational controls such as physical access controls, backup 

capabilities and protection from environment hazards; and management 

controls such as a security policy, employees training, business continuity 

planning. Enterprise information security requirements such as Confidentiality, 

Integrity, Availability, Privacy, Authentication, and Non-Repudiation should 

respect those aspects of information assets; people, process and technology 

that addresses the protection of those assets.  
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Enterprises should refer to information security standards and establish 

information security strategies in order to form IT security control systems; 

and through the implementation of these control systems, information audit 

should be done regularly in order to assess control performance (Hong et al. 

2003). Hence, information security must be embedded in the organizational 

culture and a holistic approach must be followed to efficiently manage 

information security. Hong et al (2003) combined five related theories such as 

security policy theory, risk management theory, control and auditing theory, 

management system theory and contingency theory to arrive at an integrated 

theory of information security management as shown in the figure-2.  

 

Figure 2 Integrated system theory (adapted from Hong et al. 2003) 

 

However, the limitations of these theories are difficult to translate into 

operational procedures due to the dynamic nature of contemporary business 

environments. Also, auditing is done using a standard checklist for all related 

enterprises but lacks evaluation of Security Posture (Hong et al. 2003).

According to Solms (2006) Information security evolution is classified into 
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four stages where  stage one is characterized as a  technical issue which is 

solely managed by the technical experts and in stage two, management 

dimension was provided in which polices were developed. The third stage 

was driven by standardization of information security with the international 

standards by auditing and certifications for compliance requirements. The 

fourth stage emphasizes the development of information security governance. 

In order to achieve the fourth stage a comprehensive enterprise governance 

model is essential and an optimal strategic approach needs to be developed 

that integrates people, processes and technology to achieve corporate 

governance which focuses on organizational transparency and business 

value. Governance is the set of processes through which the organization's 

leaders ensure that the business implements their policies and directives. 

Good governance enables management to execute enterprise strategy and 

mitigate risks. It does not, explicitly specify which decision should be made, by 

whom, when and for what reasons. Security governance is an enterprise 

strategy for reducing the risk of unauthorized access to information systems 

and data. Two examples justify the point 

 management fraud was a classic case of 

governance failure which shocked not only Enron employees and 

shareholders but also citizens who experienced power outages and increased 

energy prices (Diesner, Frantz & Carley 2005). Sathyam computers loss of $ 

2 billion is not from a single failure but from two failures (Ahmad et al. 2009). 

The first was a risk management failure where Ramalingam Raju was able to 

turn off the monitoring controls which should have alerted the enterprise to a 

magnitude of risk which put the enterprise in danger. The second was a 
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governance failure; when the Ind

apparently failed to take effective action to fix the problem. Failing to clearly 

identify both failures and who in the enterprise is responsible for addressing 

each failure would be disastrous for any other enterprise in a similar position. 

 

2.2. Research Questions 
 
The following are the research questions formulated by the author in relation 

to the problem statement mentioned above. 

1. Are the current Information security strategies appropriate in enabling 

the enterprise to meet its business objectives in Oman? 

2. What are the underpinning theoretical philosophies that influence the 

transition of information security from a technical perspective to 

information security governance? 

3. How can enterprise risk management framework help in optimizing 

enterprise information security process in virtual environment? 

4. 

environment? 

environment? 
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2.3. Summary 
 
After a series of interviews and discussions with ministry of education, ITA 

and security practitioners in Oman, the problem statement was formulated. It 

was evident that a comprehensive enterprise governance model is essential 

and information security must be embedded in the organizational culture that 

focuses on organizational transparency and business value. Finally the 

research questions are presented to further explore the security strategies 

used in enterprises across Oman.  
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CHAPTER 3  
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1. Research Methodology 

The basis of this methodology is a combination of  qualitative research and 

quantitative research completed through the case study method in addition to 

the use of some statistical analysis on auditing and compliance data as it 

relates to the audit results which have turned into significant revenue 

opportunities.   

The rationale for using qualitative research is that this approach asks open 

ended questions rather than yes or no question in order to enable people to 

explain their thoughts, feeling or beliefs in detail (Trauth 2001).  The opinions 

conducted in the above said manner can be used to formulate a theory or 

arrive at a conclusion. The rationale for using quantitative research is that 

-ended questions, enabling the researcher 

to determine the exact percentage of people who answered yes or no to a 

question or who selected a, b, c or d on a questionnaire. One of the most 

common quantitative research techniques is the survey in which researchers 

 (Baskerville 1999). 

The research objectives, methodology and approach capitalize on the 

synthesis of secondary research in the areas of GRC-based strategic 

development in addition to the fields of enterprise risk management, COBIT-

based governance, and audit management accomplished through enterprise 

compliance management.  The focus of this research is in the synchronization 
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of the aspects of Governance, Risk and Compliance in the context of setting a 

practical foundation to guide many interconnections and integrations within 

the enterprise for these systems to work. The research has been organized in 

the following manner. 

1. Review literature to appraise the existing practice and frameworks in 

information security management and GRC within an enterprise. 

2. Take a case study and use audit and compliance data and analyze the 

case in detail to identify the scope of the problem. 

3. Conduct in-depth interviews with security management decision-makers in 

different enterprises in different industrial domains within Oman. 

4. Develop a conceptual model of the solution to the research problem and 

develop an optimized (balanced solution) framework/solution for an 

identified enterprise. 

5. Present / publish research outcomes of proposed solution at international 

conferences. 

6. Demonstrate the conceptual model by outlining how the conceptual 

solution could be implemented in an enterprise. 

7. Evaluation of Implementation of the conceptual solution. 

 

3.2. Secondary Data Collection 
 
Two of the most outstanding research approaches are inductive and 

deductive processes. The induction process is when the researchers observe 

facts and reach a generalization based on those facts. That is, to find patterns 

in research that is applicable to a theory and may then proceed with further 
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testing for confirmation of the research.  Deduction on the other hand, is the 

process where the researchers reach a conclusion by having generalized a 

prior known fact. In other words, deduction starts with theory and proceeds 

with producing predictions. A deductive approach is characteristic by making 

conclusions from theory. The author has chosen to use a combination of 

inductive and deductive research approach since this work needs to consider 

theoretical aspects and practical implementation issues in the environment of 

Oman. 

3.3. Survey & Interview 
 
In this research, initially qualitative approach was used to design semi 

structured interviews to get context sensitive relevant information. This is 

appropriate when there is limited pre-existing knowledge since it offers greater 

insight as people explain their thoughts, processes and feeling. Open-ended 

questions were used to a focus group of information security practitioners in 

Oman. IT administrators and consultants associated with Ministry of 

Education were interviewed during the later months of year 2008. Discussions 

were about implementing information security program in order to align to the 

e-government strategy of Oman (Vision 2020) that mandates every Ministry to 

integrate with each other seamlessly. So, Ministry of Education was keen to 

implement a security program to achieve information security assurance. A 

Non-disclosure agreement (NDA) was signed with Ministry of Education in 

Oman, and a copy can be found in appendix-J. Since the researcher was 

involved in the meetings with security consultants and had access to sensitive 

information the researcher is not disclosing the exact name. It will not be 
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possible for anyone other than the researcher to identify and/or match 

respondents to their respective organization. Further discussions with IT 

security auditors reveled that there are significant gaps in areas such as ERM, 

IT Governance, Policies and compliance due to various factors.  

In the later part of research, quantitative method is used by designing a 

questionnaire with closed questions in order to explore the application of 

security controls and practices in enterprises. This questionnaire was 

asked were given as Appendix -B. The primary motive of this survey was to 

explore information security awareness and adoption of ERM in large 

enterprises in Oman. The questionnaires were distributed to a focused group 

of practitioners in Information Security, Risk Management and Compliance 

domains. Out of 110 distributions 66 people responded making an average of 

54.5% response rate. The questions were primarily designed to find out 

whether enterprises in Oman are following any governance framework with 

appropriate security policies that are approved and communicated by top 

management to achieve organizational transparency.  Further, questions were 

asked to identify ERM strategies and the implementation challenges of 

COSO. Finally, questions were also asked to find out the level of information 

security awareness through training, before and after GONU the tropical 

cyclone. The findings were critically analyzed and the results along with the 

recommendations were published in an international conference. The 

research article published in the proceedings is given as Appendix -E. 
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3.4. Statistical Concepts and Techniques Adopted in 
the Study 
 

The following statistical measures were used while testing the main 

hypotheses and analyzing the raw collected data: 

1. Correlation  

2. Variance 

3. Multivariate Analysis  

Correlation analysis is used to find the relationship between two items or 

variables.  Correlation analysis typically gives a result in number that ranges 

from +1 and -1. The positive sign denotes direct correlation and the number 

moves towards 1 tells the correlation is strong whereas the negative sign 

denotes inverse correlation.  If the number is zero then it signifies no 

correlation between the variables. Usually for the correlation to be considered 

significant, the correlation must be 0.5 or above in either direction. 

The variance, in statistical analysis, gives a measure of how the data 

distributes itself about the mean. Unlike range that only look at the extremes, 

the variance looks at all the data points and then determines their distribution. 

In this research, Correlation analysis is used in finding the role of security 

measures before and after GONU.  

Multivariate statistics is a form of statistics that covers the simultaneous 

observation and analysis of more than one variable. It is used in the analysis 

of risk prioritization based on its taxonomy and quantification to find effective 
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value of each type of risk while auditing in virtual environment. The research 

findings are displayed using radar charts and table-3. 

3.5. Summary 

This chapter summarizes the research methodology adopted which is a 

combination of qualitative research and quantitative research. Initially 

qualitative approach was used to design semi structured interviews to get 

context sensitive relevant information. In the later part of the research 

quantitative methods is used in designing a questionnaire with closed 

questions in order to explore the application of security controls and practices 

in the enterprise. Appropriate statistical concepts and techniques used are 

defined. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND FOCAL 
THEORY 

 
4.1. Importance of Enterprise Information Security 
Management  
 
In looking for research of the implications of GRC frameworks, there is a 

dearth of published research on the topic. However, significant amount of 

research, theories, and quantification of the performance of many forms of 

electronic communication, shared risk models in the form of ERM, electronic 

authentication and trust-based initiatives, and the definition of frameworks, 

standards for defining compliance initiatives and plans are available.  

Supporting the integration of GRC strategic components together into an 

integrated model is the extensive empirical research illustrating the pay-off of 

firms seeking to stay in compliance, using process-oriented efficiencies as a 

means to accomplish this strategic initiative (Garbani 2005). The uses of ERM 

frameworks and models have been successful in taking advantage of the 

need enterprises have to align their information security strategies with 

business objectives. This will eventually help to achieve process efficiency 

and the process workflows for auditing their performance to internal standards 

(Fox 2009).  Given the process-centric approach that ERM implementations 

undertake to enable the accomplishment of strategic objectives, ERM is 

considered to be a foundational element of GRC (Garbani 2005). ERM also 

has an added benefit of having Business Process Execution Language 
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(BPEL) included in many implementations of this enterprise-wide risk 

management strategy (Nagaratnam et al. 2005).

For any ERM to be effective in mitigating risk it must also be fully integrated 

into the market analysis, benchmark environmental factors and benchmark 

global strategies to form the foundation of a stable benchmarking series of 

processes (Meybodi 2006). Figure-3 shows how benchmarking can 

specifically be used in the context of managing audit data from the tactical to 

the strategic level. 

 

Figure 3 Integrated strategic benchmarking framework (source: (Meybodi 2006)) 

The fundamental elements of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability form the 

foundation of the enterprise Information security plans and implementation 
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strategies.  Figure -4 provides a graphic that illustrates the interrelationship of 

CIA within the concept of an enterprise Information security implementation.  

These three aspects of an enterprise Information security implementation 

have also been included by Siemens in their development of a Service-

Oriented Architecture (SOA) that unifies their strategic plans for security 

management with the ability to respond more efficiently and profitably to 

customers with very valuable internal data (Doughty 2003).  This is made 

possible through the use of the enterprise governance to safeguard critical 

customer data with the help of clearly defined enterprise information security 

architectures. What is happening increasingly with the development of GRC 

frameworks, the SOA architecture has been seen as Information Technology 

platform enabling greater inter-process and inter-system integration?  As a 

result CIA are design objectives of SOA architectures and platforms that 

extend enterprise-wide, making the contribution of security implementations 

much more pervasive than they had been in the past.  

 

Figure 4 The Building Blocks of a Successful ISMS Implementation 
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The implementation of enterprise information security requires intensive 

integration from an economical, consumer, internal process and growth 

perspective if it is to be successful (Huang, Lee & Kao 2006).  This is further 

highlighted by the eleven different domains that comprise the ISO/IEC 27001 

standard (Bodin, Gordon, Loeb, 2008).  These eleven domains include 

defining a security policy, organizing information security, defining Asset 

Management strategic plans and programs, integrating to Human Resource 

security and system components, and also planning for enterprise-wide 

Communications and Operations Management, defining more precise 

approaches to data and facility Access Control and the development of more 

strategic and integrated approaches to Information Systems acquisition and 

underlying supporting processes and Information Security Incident 

Management.  The three remaining domains of the ISO/IEC 27001 standard 

include defining business continuity management strategic plans, defining 

governance frameworks that can ensure continued compliance to federal and 

global requirements, and the continual development of physical & 

environmental security at the strategic level (Calder 2009).   

Integration of all the eleven domains of ISO 27001 is critical in order to 

successfully implement security convergence across the enterprise due to the 

rapid expansion of the enterprise. One of the factors that is the most critical 

for all eleven factors to be successful is defining a stable and sustainable 

(Chang & Lin 2007). Organizational culture also plays a vital role in social 

engineering attacks. Social engineering is not a technical skill but a people 

skill where the intruder would convinces the victim to do something which they 
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would have not done otherwise. Human beings are the weakest link in the 

security chain and hence social engineering attacks becomes extremely easy 

to commit and very difficult to defend against (Applegate & Scott 2009). There 

are a variety of social engineering attacks like phishing, Trojan email, 

Impersonation, persuasion, bribery, shoulder surfing and dumpster diving to 

name a few which relies on trust to gain access to sensitive Information 

(Applegate & Scott 2009). 

Hackers use psychological factors such as fear, uncertainty, doubt, trust and 

authority combined with emotional interaction to obtain unauthorized 

confidential information from a trusting individual through non-technical means 

(Workman 2007). The consequences can include financial damages, loss of 

public confidence, and legal ramifications. A strategically well designed 

training and awareness program with appropriate security policy and security 

plan is essential to defend against social engineering attacks. Peterson (cited 

in (Okenyi & Owens 2007)), indicates that more than 70% of the attacks are 

from the insiders and only 30% of the attacks are from outsiders. Hence 

excessive trust on insiders must be avoided and a framework could be 

developed across social and cultural contexts. It is a well-known characteristic 

trait that Omani people invariably trust one another and are very friendly by 

nature which can be exploited by social engineers to bypass technical 

controls by attacking the human element in an enterprise. According to Mohan 

et al (2008) many estimates from security professionals there is at least a 

1:10 ratio of dollars spent on actual security risk assessment applications and 

software to that spent on training, knowledge transfer and assisting those who 

need to perform their jobs more effectively. The long-term success of any 
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enterprise information security 

systems- or process-level integrations completed, it is in getting people to 

change how they do their jobs on a daily basis, and this is often referred to as 

change management (Mohan et al. 2008). Consider the typical Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) implementation in an enterprise requires a minimum 

of ten times the amount invested in software to be spent on educating users 

about the new system (Sirkin, Keenan & Jackson 2006). For every dollar 

invested in ERP software an additional ten dollars are invested in assisting 

users of the system learn how to use it, apply it to their specific tasks on their 

jobs, and design the graphical interfaces so they are easily usable and fit with 

most critical task that a security implementation must address, over and 

above the integration processes and systems throughout an enterprise (Mohan 

et al. 2008).   

According to Booz Allen Hamilton (2005) 

threats become increasingly complex and unpredictable, senior security 

executives recognize the need to merge security functions throughout the 

between business functions and processes within the enterprise and the 

development of managed business process solutions to address those risks 

 (Booz Allen Hamilton 2005). 

Enterprises in Oman are becoming more complex in a global economy where 

external partners are increasing, with outsourcing and value is shifting from 

physical to information based assets. Emerging technology is not only 
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creating an overlaps between physical and logical security functions but also 

paves ways for new regulations in Oman to counter new threats.  Rungta et 

al. (2004) argued in favor of a new approach to managing information security 

in the enterprise. As IT security evolved over the years, enterprise information 

security strategies tended to focus on the perimeter of controls and risk 

reduction within the enterprise network system. 

However, with the increased interaction between multiple computers within 

the enterprise, across enterprise, and across several geographical boundaries, 

the study concluded that it was necessary to develop security management 

strategies to reflect the new technology infrastructure, and that existing 

policies and management framework for enterprise information security 

management are inadequate (Rungta et al. 2004). As these events unfolded, 

it seemed that most of the efforts to manage information security were 

focused on the technical and operational levels. Even at these levels, there 

seemed to be an absence of a formal framework or methodology for 

managing information security. Some researchers have attempted to provide 

some reasons for the absence of a methodology. It was suggested by Hong et 

al. (2003) that one of the reasons might be a lack of a theoretical framework 

for the management of information security in the enterprise. Specifically, they 

observed that, because of the lack of an information security management 

theory, there are few empirical studies conducted to examine the 

effectiveness of management strategies and tools (Hong et al. 2003). 
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4.2.  Managing Enterprise Risk 

ERM is undergoing major cha orldwide, and 

are moving away from the traditional approach to managing risk to governing 

more 

build stakeholder value, they have begun to think in new ways about how risk 

management is tied to value creation. Across industries 

 

 to be . For example the US 

congress passed the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), 

which mandates website operators to get parental consent before collecting 

personal information from children under the age of 13 and also to protect 

personal information collected from children. Many companies modified their 

online registration process to prevent children under the age of 13 even 

though they are selling products and services specifically targeted at children. 

However Burger King (www.bk.com) which sells food products to children did 

not ban children from its website. Instead, the company decided to adopt a 

compliance program which reduced its probability of losses and 

simultaneously allowed it to accept a risk which added value to the company.  

  realizing that risk 

n 

enterprise 

dit risk. It 

s
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integrity. 

although advanced ERM developments are seen in 

 

. , more enterprises 

  potential 

agendas. 

ERM has  as an important  

 , 

  

-wide means the removal of traditional, functional, divisional, 

departmental, or cultural -

- enterprise 

(Purpura 2007). 
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, 

 as shown in figure-5.  

 

 

Figure 5 Role of ERM in an Enterprise Information Security Strategy 
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(Purpura 2007). 

 

(Mbuya 2009).The whole idea of 

 idea  eliminating 

 brought  

 is  

 (Mbuya 2009). 

This is essential due to the gradual increase in regulatory requirements, 

changing internal controls and pressure from audit community mandating all 

entities to be involved with the enterprise risk management process. 
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4.4. Enterprise Information Security Standards  
 
4.4.1. COSO  
 
COSO is a high-level control framework that requires management to look at 

risk-related issues and implement risk management processes across the 

enterprise. But unfortunately it is complex with overlapping organizational 

objectives dimension and business levels dimension that confuses high level 

executives. The positive effect of COSO is that it forces more information to 

come from lower levels in the enterprise and be rolled up into higher-level 

decisions. Even though the situation is changing in Oman, many current 

executives unfortunately moved through corporate ranks before IT became 

important to enterprise operations and survival. As a result, their 

understanding of the risks related to technology has not kept pace with their 

understanding of the technology's advantages at improving business 

efficiency. This mismatch leads to a risk management gap that has resulted in 

serious negative consequences. COSO applies to the entire enterprise; 

however it doesn't address security domains, specifically. As a result, its 

coverage is somewhat out of scope for the security team. It is almost entirely 

targeted at board and senior management personnel and lacks the level of 

direction from an implementation perspective. It is less flexible and just 

focuses on risk management with lack of specificity regarding information 

technology (IT)/security controls. Although by virtue of SOX, COSO is the de 

facto enterprise risk management standard. 
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4.4.2. ISO 27001  
 
ISO 27001 now has a rational path that includes both an enterprise 

information security control framework and an assessment capability. For 

those enterprises that don't have a process model, ISO 27001's Deming cycle 

(plan-do-check-act) provides meaningful guidance for how to manage 

elements of security. However, more likely, enterprises will have implemented 

or be implementing other processes such as ITIL and will either need to 

merge process frameworks or elect to limit ISO 27001 to a certification 

capability. Given a business environment such as in Oman which increasingly 

depends on heavy outsourcing, the need for third-party controls assessment 

is more pressing than ever.  ISO 27001 is generally acknowledged to be an 

excellent standard for coverage of security domain information and most 

widely employed security-related standard. The standard defines processes 

for creation, operation, and governance of an Information Security 

Management System (ISMS). The standard is intentionally aligned to other 

key ISO standards, such as 9001:2000 for quality management within the 

enterprise. ISO 27001 is not a control standard per se. Rather; it is a process 

management and assessment standard. It does not contain actual control 

stipulations for ISMS; instead, it relies upon other frameworks for such 

content. 

4.4.3. COBIT  
 
COBIT is positioned by ITGI as a governance standard and is broadly focused 

on implementation rather than management and policy domains. In order to 

overlay governance, other ITGI documents, mappings, and methodologies are 
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involved. The standard does implicitly rely on COSO to provide top-level risk 

management guidance, so one argument is that COBIT should always be 

paired with such an approach. However, security policy is still lacking, and 

supplements from core security standards (like ISO 27001) are 

recommended. COBIT has proven to be a highly successful tool for the audit 

community. The standard has been promoted as complementary to COSO 

and therefore a key element of SOX compliance. While this isn't strictly the 

case, COSO does not mandate a specific framework and many enterprises 

found COBIT to be immensely helpful in providing additional prescription over 

internal controls where COSO provided none. At the same time, many large 

audit firms adapted examination frameworks and audit checklists to 

correspond with the standard. In short, COBIT experienced a perfect storm: 

heavy regulatory pressure combined with enterprise need for greater 

specificity combined with compatible audit community processes. In 

conversations with security practitioners in Oman, it was apparent that COBIT 

was frequently employed. Although it rarely serves as the top-level guiding 

framework for information protection, it is an important part of controls 

establishment and assessment for IT. 

4.4.4. ITIL 
 
It's important to differentiate between ITIL as used for broader IT service 

management and delivery and ITIL as a security control standard. The former 

has many positive attributes and is experiencing steady adoption; the latter 

standard in any form by any enterprise. Although it is reasonably useful as a 

startup guide for the new security trainee, it is too long-winded for executives 
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to read, too naïve for advanced security practitioners to make real use of, and 

only a shell of ISO 27001, on which it is ultimately based. As newly published 

ITIL version 3 (which removes an explicit security guide) becomes available 

and more commonly understood and employed its role in security matters 

may change. But most likely, enterprise information security management will 

be guided by ISO 27001 and use ITIL processes as required. 

Various standards position their applicability along similar lines, but none is as 

aggressive as COBIT, which tries to be all things to all people through its 

various extended documents and mappings. COBIT has been immensely 

successful in Oman providing real value around governance, controls, audit, 

and other elements of enterprise information security. This is evident through 

interviews and discussions with security practitioners and consultants in 

Oman. Also a survey was administered using a questionnaire where sixty 

respondents out of one hundred and ten distributions making an average of 

54.5 % response rate. Key findings from the survey illustrates that the 

practitioners are aware of COSO framework but most of them were unable to 

understand it, since it is too complex from an implementation perspective. 

Another vital finding is that most enterprises are not giving attention to 

regulatory risk especially cross border regulatory requirements since it lacks 

clarity. The detailed findings and suitable recommendations were later 

published in an international conference. 

4.5. Challenges 
 
The  of money and time is a perennial impediment 

 the problem, 
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4.7. Managing Change to Achieve/Sustain Enterprise
 Information Security 
 

The most critical aspect of any successful enterprise information security 

implementation is in diligently planning how process and system change can 

(Kenneth 

et al. 2006). Culture is believed to be particularly vital in change management, 

however it is not seriously considered in Oman. Change management is a 

significant tool when implementing strategic objectives within an enterprise 

since it is an ongoing task in enterprise information security management. The 

change management process must consider the social side and address all 

the issues arising from technical changes in the enterprise. It must encourage 

people to help themselves; and thus enabling the enterprises to successfully 

meet future challenges as a learning enterprise. Corporate culture determines 

always creates conflicts which arise due to lack of proper communication. 

Hence a proper communication strategy and a communication plan with two-

way communication and feedback is critical to increase acceptance and 

motivation. As a result of how critical change management and cultural 

alignment of enterprise information security implementations are, project 
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managers will evaluate a range of possible change management strategies 

and theories to decide which one best fits with the enterprise (Mohan et al. 

2008). Duration, Integrity of Performance, Commitment and Effort (DICE) 

model provides an comprehensive reason and direction for planning and 

implementing change management which is  highlighted in the following 

section. 

In defining their DICE model Sirkin, Keenan & Jackson (2006) discusses that 

the soft factors of change management in general and enterprise information 

security 

excessively relied on. Whereas the duration, integrity, commitment and effort 

which are the hard factors of change management are given little emphasis 

but these factors should be measured appropriately as an essential aspect of 

planning.  This approach of measuring change management concentrated on 

applying quantitative measures to each element of the DICE model, then 

score (Sirkin, Keenan & Jackson 2006). 

In calculating DICE scores Sirkin, Keenan &Jackson (2006) suggest 

quantifying the duration of the project including milestones, integrity of 

performance in the context of time spent in completing tasks, senior 

management commitment, local-level or employee commitment, and effort.  

Enterprises can find out how change projects are progressing by calculating 

to giv DICE Model 

enables an organization to track the progress of projects over time or before 

and after changes have been made to the project structure. 
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Duration is the length of time between project reviews and Integrity is the 

extent to which an organization can rely on the project team. Commitment can 

be defined as having senior management assurance in place. Finally, effort is 

the estimated amount of time spent for those making the change. 

DICE Score = D + (2Xi) + (2XC1) + C2 + E 

Where  Duration [D] 

Integrity of Performance [I]            

Senior Management Commitment [C1] 

Local-Level Commitment [C2] Effort [E] 

While Sirkin, Keenan& Jackson (2006) admit that the process of quantifying 

the performance of these factors can be subjective in nature, but their 

argument for greater accuracy and precision tends to lean towards security 

implementation and project management over the statistical precision their 

equations project.  Sirkin, Keenan & Jackson (2006) end their discussion with 

a return to the common best practices in change management many other 

experts in the field adopt, which includes C-level commitment and verbalizing 

of change being needed and personal ownership being critical. In terms of its 

success in enterprise information security  planning the DICE Model has been 

useful when included as part of a Balanced Scorecard (BSC) method  to 

managing project performance (Huang, Lee & Kao 2006) (Mohan et al. 2008).  

The use of the DICE Model as the only approach to managing change is not 

sufficient in enterprise information security implementations.  Instead it is 
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useful as a model for planning and initiating change management programs 

(Sirkin, Keenan & Jackson 2006). 

Modern business increasingly depends on reliable information which is seen 

an asset that plays a vital role in the success of an enterprise. Over the last 

decade enterprises rely heavily on Information technology infrastructure to 

conduct business efficiently and provide value added services cost effectively. 

Information security has become an indispensable part of all enterprise to 

meet and exceed the expectations of all the stakeholders. With the 

heightened competition from globalization, new technologies emerge and thus 

introducing new threats and vulnerabilities which are not only complex but 

unpredictable in nature. Network computing has gained momentum and 

networks are now pervasive and ubiquitous. Enterprises are witnessing a 

phenomenal thrust in information security and communication Technology 

with a vision to build a knowledge society. The modern data communication, 

information processing and storage technologies have created many security 

issues and demands for robust policies (Bronk 2008). Most standards such as 

the ISO 27001 give a general guideline which lacks specific details and most 

times does not take organizational factors. The ISO standard offers a general 

guideline that risk must be assessed but does not explicitly mention how to 

assess the risks.  

perhaps having 

tried to understand their impact many 
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4.8. Summary 
 
This chapter presents about information security management system and 

challenges faced to achieve CIA. It also critically investigates the strategies 

adopted by enterprises to manage information security in Oman and to 

determine how information security management could be optimized as a 

repeatable management process. ERM must be integrated into market 

analysis and consider environment factors so that systematic approach to 

managing risks can be used thus minimizing issues related to critical change 

management. The Integration of all the eleven domains of ISO 27001 is 

critical in order to successfully implement security convergence across the 

enterprise and ensuring cultural alignment of ISMS implementation is outlined. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

DESIGN OF PROPOSED GRC MODEL 
 

5.1. Strategically Balanced Governance, Risk and 
Compliance Model 

There is a need for a model that can balance the interrelationships between 

the four strategic elements such as enterprise risk management, enterprise 

information security policy, governance and the processes of certification & 

evaluation. Kadam (2007) argues that an enterprise information security 

-designed and implemented 

security policy. To run any business successfully we need both financial and 

human resource policy. Similarly in modern business where information 

systems play a significant role an information security policy is highly critical. 

The conceptual model should also create a real-time level of integration 

through Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) based technologies.  

BPEL will be useful to define collaborative business processes that span 

several enterprises having disparate platforms and architectures. Thereby 

BPEL can also assist the assessment of compliance activities with local 

information security policies and executed in a distributed infrastructure 

(Fischer et al. 2007).  Taken together the areas of risk management, 

enterprise information security policy, governance that relies on the COBIT 

(Control Objectives for Information and related Technology) framework, and 

the processes of evaluation, certification and audit need to be contained into a 

strategically balanced GRC framework. In order to achieve this, a strategically 
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balanced model is required that considers the changing business environment 

and the influence of cross border regulatory laws which needs to be 

supported by latest technological infrastructure. Auditing needs to done 

tactically since extended enterprises produce information supply chains which 

create interdependencies among business partners which are mostly ignored 

by the managers. COBIT and ITIL can be used for this purpose since they 

provide directions from a technology management perspective and service 

management perspective respectively (Abu-Musa 2009) (Tan, Steel & 

Toleman 2009).  

Auditing is inherently tactically in nature as it seeks to find gaps in 

performance and reports generated and reviewed from the standpoint of what 

needs to be improved over time.  It is a critical component of the proposed 

model to ensure a high level of agility and information flexibility within the 

model. The reliance on BPEL as a unifying technology for ensuring processes 

that span multiple departments and divisions can also create greater 

interprocess efficiencies is key to any framework to succeed (Nagaratnam et 

al. 2005).  The reliance on process-based approaches to re-engineering an 

enterprise however fall short over time as they also must be anchored in 

metrics of performance as well (Garbani 2005).  

This reliance on auditing as a tactical input to a strategic process can be seen 

in manufacturing industries (Meybodi 2006). Performing gap analysis and 

variance analysis is a core activity in auditing, and that analysis is the basis 

for creating dashboards and benchmarks that in turn provide direction, 

context, prioritization and focus for more strategic and all-encompassing GRC 

frameworks (Mitchell 2007).  
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Why it is so significant to review auditing from a manufacturing standpoint is 

that it integrates the concepts of scorecards for suppliers, strategies for 

reducing the cost of quality and compliance and managing risks.  These are 

the essentials for the development of a balanced model that encapsulates the 

concepts of ERM, Enterprise Information Security Policy, IT Governance and 

audit for evaluation and certification.  Using auditing as an information source, 

all of these components are combined to create a model that seeks to 

balance risk and IT investment with potential revenue gains and cost 

reductions over time. Figure-6 shows the proposed conceptual governance, 

risk and compliance model that puts into context the four strategic areas of 

coverage within this proposed research effort. 

 

Figure 6  Proposed balanced Governance, Risk and Compliance Model 
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In this GRC model, enterprise risk management is performed to minimize the 

risk at departmental and divisional level and ensuring that the security policies 

are implemented with clear evidence of its actions. ERM platform includes 

BPEL-based workflow support for recreating process-based integration across 

all areas of the model.  Relying on ERM as a platform both mitigating risk on 

the one hand and as a framework for defining cost controls and quantifying 

revenue opportunities through auditing creates a foundation for ensuring 

transparency and information velocity.   

Defining COBIT Initiatives and strategies in conjunction with the information 

workflows from audits provides the necessary intelligence for creating 

Enterprise Information Security Policy. Also COBIT initiatives and strategies 

must create organizational transparency and allows senior management to 

understand whether the risks the enterprise is taking are prudent and to know 

how effectively its value-creation and loss-limitation activities are functioning 

so that these activities can be adjusted (tightening and loosened) if they are 

not doing the job. Applying enterprise information security policies using 

appropriate Service Level Agreement (SLA) within the model improves 

governance, risk and compliance in cloud computing environments. 

Taken together this model allows for greater agility in responding to significant 

change in external environments and more effective levels of risk mitigation 

as well.  In the context of a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) the proposed 

model also creates significant opportunities for creating Web Services that 

interlink its four key components, as evidenced by previous SOA 

implementations used as governance, risk and compliance frameworks 
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(Nagaratnam et al. 2005). Also inherent in the design of the proposed model 

is the development of strategies to overcome resistance to change as well.  

With an integration point between cost controls and audit processes, 

benchmarks can be created that align with their reporting as defined by 

(Meybodi 2006). Anchoring compliance initiatives within financial results is 

possible over time using the proposed conceptual model as it has multivariate 

analysis inherently built into the structure. Instead of having to rely on specific 

components for their process-based integration, the proposed governance, 

risk and compliance model concentrates on creating a more efficient 

approach to having ERM serve as the coordinating layer of the model.  This 

frees up audit, COBIT and evaluation cycles within the model to create more 

responsiveness and agility to market conditions over time. Lack of trust and 

accountability which is the major barrier for cloud computing will be addressed 

by auditing for compliance in cloud environments. During the process of 

auditing and evaluation new threats and exploits are discovered as a result of 

which new security policies are formulated and the governance strategies 

based on COBIT can be periodically adjusted. 

 Essential to any research effort in this area is the need to seek out process-

based and goal-driven integration points across ERM, Enterprise Information 

Security Policy, and controls based security and a framework for auditing in 

virtual environment. The following chapters will provide in-depth evaluation 

from scientific perspective and implementation approaches that is logically 

structured to support the proposed GRC model.  
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5.2. Summary 
 
An integrated enterprise governance, risk and compliance model was 

developed where ERM acts as a platform both mitigating risk on one hand 

and as a framework for defining cost controls and quantifying revenue 

opportunities. The controls can be tightened or loosened based on the 

evaluation and audit process by applying various security policies. The model 

will help enterprises to maintain optimized risk management strategy, 

governance and enterprise information security policies in synchronization 

with each other and at the same time attain a high level of transparency and 

consistency with auditing and compliance requirement.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 

IMPLEMENTING ENTERPRISE RISK 
MANAGEMENT  

 
6.1. Enterprise Risk Management Framework 
 

 simple or fast to rollout since it requires 

 top managers and a commitment from senior management. 

-  

are included and fairly prioritized a   the 

potential  are well worth it. 

 s  wider range 

(including many tha

 (Hampton 

2009).  who understand how ERM works and how it can 

help not only mitigate  advantage of 
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Using ERM to optimize its risks can potential 
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r, undertaking all of 

daunting. The key is to  where. 

ERM is a modern risk management   

managed (Beasley, Clune & Hermanson 2005). ERM has 

 

enterprises take 

risk appe risk -

 risks and risk prioritization are highlighted in the risk 
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ERM works 

(Mohan et al. 2008). Working 
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with authorities, 

the  

 risk management  if 

  

(Mohan 

et al. 2008).  

-

Enterprises 

 

6.2. Enterprise IT Risk Management Strategies  
 
The researcher conducted a survey to ISACA members in Oman since they 

form a focused group of security practitioners in information security and risk 

management domains. The survey was administered during the first two 

weeks of May 2011 using the questionnaire that is presented in Appendix-B. 

There were sixty respondents out of one hundred and ten distributions making 

an average of 54.5 % response rate. Key findings from the survey illustrates 

that the practitioners are aware of enterprise information security and Risk 

Management frameworks. But most of them were unable to understand 

COSO, since it is too complex from an implementation perspective. Others 

said that they outsourced to third party consultants who unfortunately put 

checklists in the hands of relatively inexperienced individuals rather than 
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performing the in-

was viewed as a liability and most Chief Executive O  believed 

that security is a just technical problem and the responsibility lies with the IT 

managers. Hence, there was minimal or no comprehensive risk assessment 

and risk response as a result of which few ad-hoc controls were applied 

without periodic monitoring.  eye opener and 

the graph illustrates that there is a steady improvement in all the factors of 

information security and risk management.  

 

The radar chart in figure-7 illustrates the perception of ERM in Oman, before 

and after GONU. There was minimal or no comprehensive risk assessment 

and risk response before GONU as a result of which few controls were 

applied. It is evident that information security management initiatives gained 

momentum significantly after the cyclone which triggered active monitoring 

Figure 7 Chart showing the ERM perception before and after GONU 
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and periodic reviews. This shows that enterprises realized the significance of 

enterprise risk management processes and information security governance.  

The detailed findings and recommendations are summarized in table -1. 

Table 1 Survey Findings and Recommendations 

Security Theme Information Security Policy  

Finding Executives have a fair knowledge about security policies but it is 
not implemented across the enterprise since it is not ratified and 
communicated across the enterprise. 

Recommendation  Policies and standards must be created with well-defined roles and 
responsibilities. A formalized compliance program must be 
developed and closely monitored. 

Security Theme Enterprise information security Architecture  

Finding A few Project design artifacts and network diagrams do exist 
which are developed by IT managers and it solely depends on their 
expertise. 

No Security Architect role exists. 

Recommendation Enterprise information security architecture must be developed 
that is aligned to risk strategy and policies. A security architect role 
must exist who in turn seeks advice from security experts to 
architect secure solutions. 

Security Theme Governance Structure 

Finding Roles and responsibilities for IT security are not clearly defined and 
no formal governance structure exists. Security is handled in an ad 
hoc basis or addressed reactively.  

Recommendation Security Governance framework needs to created and aligned to 
risk strategy. Roles, Responsibilities must be spelled out clearly 
with Audit Processes and appropriate Controls implemented. 

Security Theme Information Asset Profiling 

Finding Asset classification is not done   

Recommendation Asset profiling process must be defined and operationalized which 
is aligned to risk strategy and governance process. Controls based 
on COBIT framework needs to be ratified and implemented. 
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Security Theme Security Risk Management 

Finding Enterprise information security Risk Management strategy is 
somewhat missing. 

Recommendation Define and document enterprise information security strategy and 
information security policy with senior management commitment. 

Security Theme Archiving 

Finding Backup is taken regularly  and stored locally 

Recommendation Archiving policy must be defined and information must be 
encrypted and stored at a remote location in safe and secure 
environment. 

Security Theme Security in Business Continuity Planning 

Finding Disaster recovery and business continuity plan is not in place and 
there is no formal enterprise risk management process. 

Recommendation Conduct a business impact analysis and develop, test DR/BC plan 
with established effective security strategies and policies. 

Security Theme Awareness and Training 

Finding There is no scheduled awareness training program. However 
management shows keen awareness only when an incident is 
reported but it loses focus over a period of time. 

Recommendation Training and awareness program must be scheduled periodically 
for all employees to ensure that all of them have basic knowledge 
of security issues.  

 

Besides this, it was evident through interviews that, management tends to 

neglect security mechanisms that are in place. Hence, measuring and 

monitoring the effectiveness of security controls needs to be done periodically 

to provide clarity about the controls that are protecting the organizational 

assets. Next aspect that is found is that extended enterprises produce 

information supply chains which create interdependencies among business 

partners which are mostly ignored by the managers. In these situations, 
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most managers underestimate insider threats and rarely attend to the 

business risks. Due to the cultural setup in Oman, social engineering attacks 

are relatively easy which is attributed to excessive trust in relationships. 

Therefore, attention should be given to create awareness among employees 

and manage business risks to avoid negative publicity which can lead to loss 

of reputation and brand value. Finally, the threat due to IT is mostly taken 

care; however it lacks proper documentation which is essential for risk 

management. 

6.3. Classification of Risk Based on Severity and 
Consequence 

An Exploratory Study of ERM Perception in Oman and 

presented in the 9th 

Australian Information Security Management Conference (SECAU). It was 

stated that to achieve the recommendations presented in Table-1 an ERM 

program should be selected based on the severity of threats and 

consequences the enterprise actually faces. Hence, threats and 

consequences must be expressed in business related terms which should be 

easily understood by non-technical executives. The following table (Please 

refer Table-2) provides direction for classifying severity vs. consequence of 

risks.  In this Table, the author has broadly classified risk into three types 

namely business risks, technical risks and regulatory risks. Based on the 

severity, there are three criteria set such as low, medium and high 

consequences. Further, for each criterion, the nature of decisions and the 

typical decision makers are defined.  An ERM procedure normally consists of 
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a set of practices developed by a group with domain expertise who defines 

prudent controls and perspectives for protecting enterprise information. 

Security requirements depend on the domain such as healthcare which looks 

at HIPPAA standards and financial institutions look at SOX and so on. 

Table 2 Classification of risks based on its severity 

understand the business risk and  establish a standard of due care and 

derives from practical experience and knowledge in the business. The IT 

managers and enterprise information security architects will understand 

technical risks and develop enterprise information security architecture which 

is aligned to risk strategy and apply control standards to drive the security 

objectives of confidentiality integrity and availability. Legal advisors need to 

understand thoroughly the specific regulatory mandates for guidance and 

legal risks associated with contractors, vendors, employees, and national and 
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transnational jurisdictions. All risks are understood to a point where they can 

be accepted by authorized and accountable parties. If risks are not always 

formally accepted and change management is not consistently applied, it 

becomes difficult to manage risk within the risk appetite. Hence rrisk appetite 

needs to be linked to performance monitoring and reporting to fulfill an 

organizational need to assert progress internally and externally and to identify 

some framework to lean on. Although, COSO is a high-level control 

framework that requires management to look at risk-related issues and 

implement risk management processes, it is somewhat confusing that this 

requirement should be considered necessary for high-level executives in large 

enterprises. COSO is really the only viable candidate for top-level risk 

management which is also supported for regulatory compliance by SOX 

regulators, making it a de- facto standard for that purpose (Rasmussen & 

Koetzle 2007). While being complex and generic COSO ERM fails to give 

enough practical advice from an implementation viewpoint and the approach 

to ERM is confusing. Rasmussen & Koetzle (2007) in their research report 

argues that COSO ERM focuses excessively on threats/hazards but it fails to 

give practical guidance on how you should measure the effectiveness and 

efficiency of controls.  

 

6.4. Proposed Enterprise Risk Management 
Approach 
 

The vital parameters in deciding an appropriate enterprise risk management 

approach encompasses business risks, caused due to external entities, 

technical risks evolving due to extended networks and regulatory risks caused 
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due to cross-border relations as a result of outsourcing in Oman. The 

spectrum generally runs from ad-hoc approach used with due diligence by 

relatively low level employees to an integrated enterprise risk management 

achieved through system analysis approach. In the informal stage, enterprises 

more project oriented and compliance based. In proactive stage, automated 

risk assessment and monitoring is done with appropriate process control in 

place whereas in the optimized stage of maturity, automated risk 

mitigation/predictive risk analysis is done with an integrated ERM process. 

The following figure-8 illustrates such an approach.  

 

 

Figure 8  ERM Approaches 

  
Due diligence:   By this approach, operational managers make ad-hoc 

decisions with mid-managers approval. This approach is mostly people 
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oriented rather than process oriented, where the decisions made are biased 

han giving significance 

to the organizational objectives. Operational managers assume that things are 

perfect, since nothing untoward has happened which eventually increases the 

trust in existing systems and protection mechanisms.  This approach should 

be applied at bare minimum although it is not sufficient but can address low 

risks with low consequences. Hence, mid-managers should review based on 

detected incidents to ensure the consequences remain low in all such 

systems. 

Probabilistic risk assessment: Probabilistic risk assessment can help in 

quantifying security risks for both externally initiated and internally initiated 

events by understanding the likelihood of occurrence and the consequences 

(Satoh & Kumamoto 2009). This approach is effective when there is access to 

integrated historical data across different functions and the frequency of 

change is slow. However debated, managers should take care when 

interpreting historical InfoSec data especially with new technologies and new 

threat environments. To gain high assurance in low to medium consequence 

systems, enterprises need redundant protective measures. When there is 

inadequate historical data available to perform gap analysis expert 

consultative guidance can be obtained in order to avoid misinterpretation or 

misunderstanding of threats and consequences. 

Scenario based risk assessment: Scenario based risk assessment is useful 

-

group consensus can be considered. Scenarios are generated to try to cover 
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various options and generate group agreement for dealing with the medium-

risks. Reports can be generated with risk management options to facilitate 

management decisions. 

System analysis: This is suitable for high risk situations which are tedious 

and costly since a sequence of events and interactions between disparate 

systems needs to be evaluated. It is applicable for analysis of petrochemical 

plants and defense organizations where the consequences are high. Normally 

managers ignore interdependencies among business partners, logistics 

outsourcing and ignore indirect losses. In high-consequence systems, 

managers should conduct interdependent system analyses with increasing 

detail at higher levels of threats and consequences. As discussed in this 

chapter an enterprise should mature from informal state to optimized state by 

having an integrated risk profile based on the severity of threats and 

consequences. 

6.5. Summary 
 

which involves external partners, suppliers, vendors and customers 

a cluster of companies in Oman to find the perception of ERM and the 

findings were analyzed. Based on the findings, COSO implementation issues 

were identified, risk grouping have been done and a maturity model was 

proposed to attain optimal risk management. Suitable recommendations were 

provided which enables enterprises to mature from an informal adhoc 

approach to an optimized integrated enterprise risk management process 

through continuous assessment and monitoring. This chapter outlines the 
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ERM approaches such as due diligence, probabilistic risk analysis, scenario-

based analysis and system analysis which offer a wide range of decision 

making tools to the top management. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

IMPLEMENTING IT GOVERNANCE 
 

7.1. Enterprise Vulnerability Analysis  
 
Many enterprises have engaged in the design and development and delivery 

of content, in addition to providing timely electronic services to citizens of 

Oman have grown significantly in the last five years. Assessing and 

measuring, analysing and providing corrective strategies to strengthen weak 

ar

assessment.   

In the area of application delivery platforms, enterprises are quite vulnerable 

to security lapses on the one hand and the continual advances in 

technologies on the other.  These two dominant trends in the industry are 

pulling the enterprises in two directions from an information security strategy 

standpoint.  Here the concentration is on how to secure the entire platform to 

ensure a high level of data redundancy and the ability to attain high levels of 

performance as defined by Service Level Agreements (SLAs) (Saleh, Refai & 

Mashhour 2011). The security levels for the IT infrastructure are also defined 

in written contracts to vendors, often specifically defined in clauses within 

contracts and SLA acceleration clauses that reward the vendors for providing 

the necessary services . By actively providing seamless access to get more of 

their applications and content, the vulnerabilities with regard to their security 

systems and practices are placed under increasing stress, thus exposed to 

more threats.  This vulnerability assessment explains the most pressing 
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threats and provides insights into how best to alleviate them. 

The vulnerability assessment of the Enterprise provided insights into three 

major security issues the company faces today as it attempts to grow its 

application hosting service.  The first and most significant is protecting the 

audit, the ability of technicians to get access to several different private 

er was the most 

severe.  The second-

Application Hosting Services Division is the lack of consistency to audit data 

history and analysis.  There are security audits back through 2007, none for 

2004 to 2006, and a very preliminary one when the company first launched 

this aspect of their service.  There are literally no records or audit data for 

2004.  This lack of audit data is very significant and puts it at significant risk in 

terms of managing its SLAs and with greater accuracy than others.  The third 

most significant finding is how integration between the many legacy and 3rd 

party systems that it relies on are not functioning with real-time data feeds and 

a high level of secured communication.  These legacy systems lack 

encryption; support for single sign-on authentication and advanced proxy 

server support across all on application platforms.  

7.2. Scope of Assessment 
 
The scope of this vulnerability assessment concentrates on the three most 

severe areas that the security audit discovered.  These are first the 

data history and analysis; and third, the lack of secured integration between 
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the many legacy and 3rd party systems.  There are also system-wide 

vulnerabilities with regard to gaining access and using the Internet, with a lack 

of best practices in the area of proxy server support for legacy systems.  In 

one instance, database was accessible directly from the Internet, without a 

proxy server acting as the security authentication point.  This is just one of 

many examples from the vulnerability assessment which showed how critical 

it is for systems to have more processes to strengthen this weakest area.   In 

completing the vulnerability assessment the following activities are within the 

scope of the project and have been completed under condition of anonymity 

of respondents: 

 Interviews with members of the IT department including the director of IT, 

Head of business development and the managers in charge of IT policy, IT 

system administration, in addition to network facilities management. 

 Analysis of Service Level Agreement (SLA) and its audited reports of 

information security management over time.  

 Completion of a randomized series of network scans from outside the 

company to evaluate each area of potential failure, and also track the 

success rate of bots designed to penetrate legacy systems.  These legacy 

systems are not protected via proxy servers as of today. 

 Evaluation or testing of disaster recovery plans; business continuity plans 

and the scope of emergency response plans from the standpoint of uptime 

were tested despite their integral role in SLAs and customer warranties.     
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7.3. Threat and Vulnerabilities Assessment 
 
Threats to Enterprise 

 The Enterprise is also lacking a consistent flow or feed of oversight 

data for post-incident investigations and audits. There are no enterprise 

dashboards that provide IT management with the ability to validate that 

their security programs and initiatives are working either.  There is 

however more broad-based metrics that show overall performance the 

company relies on to evaluate its security strategies.   

 

could easily steal the most critical details out of customer records and 

either resell them or unethically profit for its use.  The Enterprise 

presently has over 25 different subcontractors working on its content 

development and application hosting services.  The following figures-9 

to 11 illustrates the summary of vulnerabilities. 

 

Figure 9 Summary of vulnerabilities based on risk factor 
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Figure 10 Summary of vulnerabilities based on services 

 

 

Figure 11 Summary of High Risk Systems 
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7.4. IT Governance Framework  
 

The above said problems call for a robust IT governance framework like 

COBIT that delivers measurable value to the business while improving the 

productivity. COBIT 4.1 is identified has a widely adopted framework for IT 

governance. However, research articulates that, the breadth and depth of 

COBIT is exhaustive which makes it almost impossible for medium and large 

enterprises to implement and reap the benefits. In order to achieve 

governance through COBIT with limited resources and time, IT Governance 

Institute recommends using the  

can further be broadened depending on the size and type of the enterprise (IT 

Governance Institute 2007). So, it becomes evident that focusing on the 

critical success factors will address the most important processes which 

directly influence the e  The critical success factors 

were identified by exploring the processes and control objectives that are 

listed in quick start guide. The various dimensions of the enterprise such as 

Simple Command Structure (SCS), Short Communications Path (SCP), Span 

 Strategic Importance (ITI), IT 

Expenditure (ITE) and Segregation (SEG) was tested using the suitability 

assessment tool [19]. The analysis of the results which is shown in figure-12 

illustrates that Quick start is suitable for the identified enterprise.  
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Figure 12 Suitability Assessment 

 

If the results from the assessment are contained mainly in the blue zone then 

the enterprise can launch a governance initiative using COBIT. 

Simple Command Structure (SCS) is indicates primarily informal and verbal 

control which are tactically medium-term-oriented. 

Short Communications Path (SCP) shows that head of entity knows most 

-related responsibilities and as a result Span of Control (SOC) 

-related 

responsibilities. 

IT Sophistication (ITS) indicates that the enterprise is adopting standard 

technology components like their peers. 

IT Strategic Importance (ITI) specifies that reliable IT support is critical to the 
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IT Expenditure (ITE) shows that IT expenditure is different from peers and 

only marginally increasing every year. 

Segregation (SEG) implies that monitoring is totally segregated, but design 

and implementation can be executed by the same person.  

After evaluating the 210 control objectives, 24 were carefully selected that are 

constructively aligned to the 

direction to IT governance, it rarely defines the implementation details. 

Analysing and providing corrective IT governance strategies by mapping the 

four domains of COBIT with various best practices and to secure the entire 

infrastructure to ensure a high level of data availability and the ability to attain 

high levels of performance through accountability is the main purpose of this 

effort.  Literature provides mapping of COBIT with various best practices such 

as PRINCE2, ISO 27001and ITIL but the overall mapping of COBIT with any 

one of the above said best practice is still not suitable from an implementation 

perspective. 

To reap the benefits of best practices based on their proven strength, each 

domain of COBIT is mapped with a specific best practice which is shown in 

the figure-13. For example Plan and Organize (PO) domain should make use 

of PRINCE2 since it provides structured methodology to manage and 

organize resources strategically. 

Similarly, ISO 27001 is an internationally acclaimed standard for Information 

security management in order to protect the confidentiality, integrity and 

availability of information. Hence this standard is mapped with Acquire and 

Implement (AI) and Monitor and Evaluate (ME) to achieve compliance through 

auditing and operationalizing security policies. Likewise, Delivery and Support 
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(DS) domain perfectly maps with the ITIL which is the most popular IT service 

management framework. 

 

Figure 13 Domain mapping with best practices 

7.5. Summary  
 
In this chapter vulnerability assessment of the enterprise has provided 

insights into three major security issues the company faces today as it 

attempts to grow its application hosting service. In-depth interviews and 

analysis of Service Level Agreement (SLA) and randomized series of network 

scans revealed various threats and vulnerabilities. A framework for 

implementing IT governance using COBIT, focusing on critical success factors 

was developed. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

STRATEGIES FOR BUSINESS CONTINUITY 
 

8.1. Business Continuity and Disaster Management 
 
Disaster recovery and business continuity planning are processes that help 

enterprises to get ready for disruptive events, whether an event might be a 

tornado or simple power outage caused by an accident. Senior Management's 

commitment and participation in this process can vary from managing the 

plan, to providing input and support, to placing the plan into operation during 

an emergency (CXO Media Inc 2006).   

Cyclone Gonu showed that enterprises across Oman and United Arab 

Emirates had to pay a huge price for not having proper disaster 

recovery/business continuity  (Saidani, Shibani & Alawadi 2013). Hence due 

to increased dependence on IT systems and services it is now normally 

acknowledged that business continuity planning and disaster recovery are 

crucial activities (Al-Badi et al. 2009). Yet, the formation of and maintenance 

of a comprehensive business continuity and disaster recovery plan, is a 

multifaceted undertaking, involving a series of processes.  Prior to creation of 

the plan itself, it is necessary to consider the possible impacts of disaster and 

to comprehend the underlying risks.  Business Impact Analysis (BIA) must be 

performed by identifying critical processes and corresponding information 

systems, considering both internal and external environments that impact 

financial position as well as the goodwill of the enterprises (Sikdar 2011). This 

is the basis upon which a comprehensive business continuity plan or disaster 
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recovery plan should be constructed (CXO Media Inc 2006). The various 

processes involved in the development of comprehensive business continuity 

and disaster recovery implementation plan is shown in figure-14.

Figure 14 Processes involved in BCP and DR implementation (Adopted from Business Continuity 
Management by EC-council.org) 
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8.2. Business Impact and Risk Analysis 
 
The first step in a rational business continuity process is to think about the 

probable impacts of each kind of disaster or event by gathering information 

and date analysis.  Having arrived at the impacts, it is now just as important to 

consider the extent of the risks which could result in these impacts. Again, this 

is a critical activity as it will establish which scenarios are most likely to take 

place and which should draw most attention throughout the planning process 

(CXO Media Inc 2006). 

The goal of BIA is to define objectives for the recovery of host computing 

systems that run the applications that support the business processes and 

also factoring external dependencies such as suppliers and outsourced 

service providers (Sikdar 2011). These objectives are declared as the 

Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point Objective (RPO). RTO is 

the time in which systems, activities, applications or functions must be 

recovered after an outage to resume critical functions. The RTO has to be 

less than the maximum tolerable period of disruption (MTPoD). RPO 

describes the maximum amount of data loss the business unit can sustain 

during an event.  For instance, if the RPO is 10 hours, systems should be 

restored in the state they were in no longer than 10 hours ago.  The technical 

disaster recovery strategy depends upon meeting RTO and RPO stipulations 

for the critical processes. The RTO and RPO requirements establish which 

option of disaster recovery plan to put into practice (Bahan 2003). Higher the 

data availability, the lower the RTO and RPO which makes recovery time and 

how current data is, the  key parameters  in determining the level of service a 
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business process necessitates in the event of a major disturbance.  In order to 

properly put into practice a disaster recovery plan, one must know the RTO 

and RPO that the enterprise is willing to recognize in case of a disaster.  The 

business continuity management policy and technical disaster recovery 

strategy of dissimilar options of recovery is based upon an amalgamation of 

these requirements (Bahan 2003). 

BIA is not risk management, which focuses on identifying threats, 

vulnerabilities, and attacks to determine controls and cost of the protective 

measure against the value of the asset (Sikdar 2011). Security risk 

breakdown, otherwise known as risk assessment, is primary to the security of 

any enterprise which is necessary in ensuring that controls and expenditure 

are completely appropriate with the risks to which the enterprise is exposed.  

However, a lot of conventional methods for performing security risk 

investigation are becoming more and more unsustainable in terms of usability, 

flexibility, and critically. Security in any system should be proportionate with its 

risks. However, the process to establish which security controls are suitable 

and cost effective is quite frequently a multifaceted and sometimes a 

subjective matter.  One of the prime functions of security risk analysis is to put 

this procedure onto a more objective basis. There are quantities of distinct 

advances to risk analysis that can be essentially put into two categories: 

quantitative and qualitative to acquire risk intelligence (CXO Media Inc 2006).  

8.3. Quantitative Risk Analysis 
  

This approach uses two fundamental elements; the likelihood of an event 

occurring and the likely loss should it happen based on independent objective 

metrics and can be expressed in a management-specific language (e.g., 
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monetary value, percentages, probabilities) (Fariborz et al. 2003).  

elements which is called the Annual Loss Expectancy (ALE) or the Estimated 

Annual  involves complex calculations (riskworld.net 2003). 

This approach can help in quantifying security risks for both externally initiated 

and internally initiated events by understanding the likelihood of occurrence 

and the consequences (Satoh & Kumamoto 2009). This approach is effective 

when there is access to integrated historical data across different functions 

and the frequency of change is slow.  It is consequently hypothetically 

possible to rank events in order of risk (ALE) and to make decisions founded 

upon this.  The problems with this kind of risk analysis are typically connected 

with the unreliability and inaccuracy of the data since it is not easy to assess 

risks and put value on damages.  Probability can hardly ever be precise and 

can, in some cases, encourage complacency since metrics in the security 

space are generally lacking across the board, and there are reasons to 

believe that for at least some risks, good metrics are impossible because the 

risks are not quantifiable in principle. In addition, controls and 

countermeasures frequently tackle a number of possible events and the 

events themselves are regularly interrelated.  In spite of the disadvantages, a 

number of companies have effectively implemented quantitative risk analysis 

with various tools (CXO Media Inc 2006). 

8.4. Qualitative Risk Analysis 
 

This approach is useful in a controlled environment where what-if scenarios 

can be explored and group consensus can be considered. Scenarios are 

generated to try to cover important events and outcomes. These scenarios 
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dealing with the medium-risks. This is suitable for high risk situations which 

are tedious and costly since a sequence of events and interactions between 

disparate systems needs to be evaluated. It is applicable for analysis of 

petrochemical plants and defense organizations where the consequences are 

high. Normally managers ignore interdependencies among business partners, 

logistics outsourcing and ignore indirect losses. In high-consequence 

systems, managers should conduct interdependent system analysis with 

increasing detail at higher levels of threats and consequences. Enterprise 

information security policies define high-level controls to mitigate risks by 

promoting the security objectives. 

To achieve the objectives, enterprises develop a security posture or protection 

portfolio that balances deterrent, preventive, detective, and reactive process 

or technology mechanisms. Feedback in the form of audits, performance 

measurement, and other monitoring helps the enterprise adapt security 

technologies and other components within the context of business risk 

management. Business needs are not perfectly fulfilled by technology, and 

technology must therefore be closely controlled in order to have meaningful 

business effect. Technologies must be interwoven with risk management and 

other business processes involving people. The architecture is driven by 

enterprise information security objectives, determined by the chosen security 

postures, and influenced by the business context 

8.5. Leadership and Training  
 

Leadership behavior in communicating and inculcating confidence among 

team m
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Leadership is crucial part of business continuity and recovery since it involves 

psychological aspect of crisis management. The crisis management and 

response teams must be educated about their roles and responsibilities 

periodically. This helps them to be effective in their duties as the testing 

complexity is increased eventually. The leader possesses the overall 

knowledge of the scenario and supervises the testing exercise. Based on the 

result of the exercise the Business Continuity Plan (BCP) will be modified 

reflecting the critical lessons learned during testing.  All staff must be aware of 

all continuity processes, procedures and infrastructure solutions along their 

individual role during and after a disaster. The roles and responsibility matrix 

is developed and communicated to all staff and contractors to raise 

bare minimum what people should know what to do and what not to do if a 

crisis were to take place.   A focused training program should be developed 

with mock drills testing and validation for all staff directly responsible for 

performing recovery and crisis management (CXO Media Inc 2006). Senior 

management commitment is essential for driving training and awareness 

activities for business continuity/disaster recovery programs. Motivation from 

senior management will help raise awareness and increase active 

participation in the training program (Kirvan 2012). 

require all individuals other than business continuity/disaster recovery team 

members, to take part  in at least one training session every year, that should 

support their acceptance and strengthen the importance of business 

 (Kirvan 2012). 
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Another significant strategy is to leverage the Internet since most 

contemporary enterprises have internet infrastructure

its own intranet with web pages, they should introduce a business 

continuity/disaster recover web page that describes what the overall business 

continuity/disaster recovery program does, and include sections on training, 

frequently asked questions (FAQs), and click-on links to forums and services, 

(Kirvan 2012). A well-designed training 

component should be included in all business continuity/disaster recovery 

programs in order to exploit the initiatives and ensure that employees are 

ready to respond when the unthinkable like GONU took place (Kirvan 2012). 

8.6. Business Continuity Plan 
 
The business continuity plan deals with how, where, when, and who will be 

accountable and what they will do when a major disaster takes place.  This 

very well may be a situation where one is starting from scratch, up to and 

including the loss of the use and access to the primary location, either 

momentarily or long term, but it also includes a lot of other degrees of 

disaster. The disaster could be the consequence of incidents such as floods, 

fires, explosion, contamination, storms, terrorist activities, political unrest, war 

and many others whose impact may not be plainly evident. Any one or a 

mixture of these can result in one needing to rebuild their critical infrastructure 

solutions, possibly in a new location, in the shortest period of time possible. 

This is where the business resumption plan, completely dependent upon the 

disaster recovery plan for its achievement, comes in.  If one has taken the 

time to think things through, successfully planned, implemented, and tested 
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their disaster recovery plan they are on their way to getting back to business 

(Freeman 2002). 

8.7. Disaster Recovery Plan 
A sound disaster recovery plan is necessary to guard the well-being of an 

enterprise from business process disaster, classified asset loss, regulatory 

liability, customer service failure or damage to brand value. A disaster 

recovery plan is a comprehensive document that summarizes the procedures 

for bringing the business back online after a disaster or other emergency in 

the primary site. It should recognize the key staff, vendors, suppliers, 

supporting IT infrastructure and critical assets that can recovered on priority.  

there might be one representative from each department on the business 

(Hostway 2007). Enterprises should make a list of their key 

suppliers and most key customers. Look at their locations and the disaster 

risks they face.  These are problems as well. If one finds themselves heavily 

reliant on one or two key suppliers, their best bet is to find alternate suppliers, 

in a different geographic location, and begin building relationships with them 

before they find themselves in a desperate situation. Diversifying ones 

customer base will help them survive as well.  One should make sure it has all 

of the communications and power resources that will be needed and create a 

plan for bringing them to the primary site when needed (Hostway 2007). 

Communication is very important during an emergency.  One should start the 

communication plan by making a list of key staff those who needs to be 

contacted in an emergency. This list should start with the managers, and ask 

each of them to keep a contact list for their staff. Contact information for 
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important suppliers and customers who you may want to keep in the loop 

should be included.   Some examples include things like payroll data, financial 

records, strategic plans and insurance records.  This is an enduring process 

and must be done before a disaster strikes. The business recovery plan will 

include instructions for retrieving this information (Hostway 2007). 

 

8.8. Contingency Plan 
 

Contingency plans are substitute plans that can be put into effect if certain key 

events do not take place as expected.  If contingency plans are not available 

before a disaster then enterprises will have to source alternate supplier, 

vendors and resources at a higher price. Contingency planning helps an 

enterprises to get into a better position to cope effectively with the 

unpredictable since the actions and resources actually needed depend on the 

precise nature of the disaster that occur (Gary & Rob 2011). It guarantees 

enterprises to stay away from the shock of a complete surprise minimizing the 

fear, doubt when something unthinkable happens. Operations can halt or at 

least be messed up during emergencies. Thinking ahead and preparing for 

events that may follow a tragedy allows a company to stay in forward motion.  

An enterprise with a contingency plan is more likely to react sensibly to an 

unintentional situation than a firm without a one.  Those who have played 

through possible crises and their reactions to those events avoid panic and 

damage to the firm and its operations when the real time comes. Contingency 

planning forces managers to think in terms of possible outcomes.  The 

contingency planning process allows managers to brainstorm and come up 

with many possible outcomes, preparing for the worst (Mitome & Speer 2001). 
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Maintenance of the business continuity/disaster recovery plan is critical to the 

accomplishment of an actual recovery. The plans must reveal changes to the 

environments that are supported by the plans and be up to date.  It is vital that 

existing change management processes are amended to consider recovery 

plan maintenance. In areas where change management does not exist, 

change management procedures should be recommended and implemented.  

.    

8.9. Summary 
 
The business continuity plan resumes business processes and the disaster 

recovery plan resumes the IT systems. The purpose of a disaster recovery 

plan is to restore the operability of systems that support critical business 

processes to normal operation as promptly as possible. Business continuity 

planning brings together the business resumption plan, emergency response 

plan, crisis management plan, continuity of operations plan, and disaster 

recovery plan. DR/BC plans can be easily implemented as a private cloud 

service based on the analysis of the cost, RPO and RTO in a cloud service. 

Site-to-site replication of VMs and data can be done rapidly which makes 

disaster recovery and business continuity much more financially attainable 

with the utilization of cloud technologies. Thus virtualization enables real time 

replication and high availability, with minimum resource that justifies the return 

on investment (ROI) and also facilitates in DR testing. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 

IMPLEMENTING SERVER 
VIRTUALIZATION  

 
9.1. Significance of Virtualization 
 

Information Technology has witnessed the continuing development of the 

Internet from its original communication purpose (electronic mail) and 

Information dissemination (websites) to a platform for Web applications 

deployment, where increased computing and storage capabilities are 

constantly being made available to end users systems.  

To accommodate this enterprises are deploying robust data centres which are 

growing in size and complexity in order to achieve high availability and 

provide scalability. As a result of this more physical servers are added which 

requires more floor space and power. In spite of this single point of failure and 

demands for powerful machines coupled with performance issues continue to 

haunt the enterprise due to unexpected peak time.  

As the sizes of IT infrastructure continue to grow, cloud computing is a natural 

extension of virtualization technologies that enable scalable management of 

virtual machines over a plethora of physically (Li et al. 2012). 

When you think of providing a secure cloud computing solution, it is important 

to decide on the type of cloud to be implemented. Currently there are three 

major types of cloud deployment models which can be deployed namely 

public, private and hybrid cloud. 
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access to the cloud via interfaces using mainstream web browsers. A private 

cloud is set up within an enterprise data centre which is 

easier to align with security, compliance, and regulatory requirements, and 

provides more enterprise control over deployment and use. In the private 

cloud, scalable resources and virtual applications provided by the cloud 

vendor are pooled together and available for cloud users to share and use. It 

differs from the public cloud in that all the cloud resources and applications 

are managed by the enterprise itself, similar to Intranet functionality. 

Utilization on the private cloud can be much more secure than that of the 

public cloud because of its specified internal exposure. A hybrid cloud is a 

private cloud linked to one or more external cloud services, centrally 

managed, provisioned as a single unit, and circumscribed by a secure 

network (Global Netoptex Inc 2009). It provides virtual IT solutions through a 

mix of both public and private clouds. 

Speitkamp & Bichler (2010) argues that many physical servers are 

underutilized and hence combining multiple underutilized servers into a single 

larger system can result in significant cost savings and minimize 

administrative cost. Consolidating all the mail servers into one private cloud 

will minimize the threats and vulnerabilities as the most recent version of the 

mail server can be used, patched with security updates and also the license 

cost can be reduced drastically. 

9.2. Analysis of Mail Server Implementation  

Based on the research survey conducted in the Sultanate, it was identified  

that majority of the enterprises have implemented a Microsoft network 
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infrastructure with Domain Controller, Additional Domain Controller, Microsoft 

Exchange Server and Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) 

server. Over a period, these enterprises have grown exponentially with 

relatively large number of users having large volumes of data being 

exchanged across different geographical locations. This has led to the 

implementation of large data centres with more dedicated servers to run 

business applications, which in turn demand more floor space, energy, and 

additional administration overhead. Forrest et. al. (2008) in their research 

article states that the Enterprise-Scale data centres account for approximately 

half of corporate energy use and resulting carbon footprint (Forrest 2008). The 

research report by Forester Inc. confirms this argument by delineating that 

res exceeding a combined $10 billion in 

the EU and U.S. in 2007 (Bartels 

2009). There is a global awareness to promote green computing and it is 

apparent that green computing initiatives are prioritized (Hamm 2008). 

A questionnaire was also later deployed among a cluster of ministries in 

Oman to identify how many different versions of exchange servers are being 

used in various ministries. Many ministries used older versions of exchange 

which are vulnerable to attack since some of them are not patched properly 

and some are not currently supported by the vendor (please refer figure-15 & 

16). 
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Figure 15 Summary of various Exchange Server Deployments 

 

Figure 16 Total number of Physical Email Servers in Utilization 

It was suggested to consolidate all the mail servers into one private cloud and 

provide email services to all the ministries thus improving the server 

utilization, data centre efficiency and enhanced security.  
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There are two types of virtualization Type-II and Type-I. The type-II 

virtualization is known as hosted virtualization where the hypervisor runs on 

top of the host operating system (Karen et al. 2008). According to Ray and 

Schultz, all virtual machines and its applications are vulnerable if the 

underlying host operating system is exploited (Ray & Schultz 2009). Recent 

developments in virtualization have eliminated the need for host operating 

system thus introducing the novel technique called as, bare metal 

virtualization, which is also called as native virtualization or Type-I 

virtualization as shown in figure-17. 

Figure 17 Bare metal Hypervisor Architecture 

In this type, the hypervisor runs directly on the underlying hardware, without a 

h

firmware. This bare metal virtualization improves security, since the possible 

vulnerabilities of the host operating systems are eliminated. To achieve this, a 
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well-secured hypervisor and a proper hardening process must be in place 

(Karen et al. 2008). Hypervisors have specialized management functions that 

allow multiple virtual machines to co-exist peacefully while sharing physical 

machine resources. Virtual machines can also provide opportunities for 

software consolidation and reduced licensing costs (Daniels 2009). Another 

features of virtualization called as Server consolidation; a process of 

combining the workloads of several different servers on a set of target server. 

According to VMware, the traditional approach of one server for one 

application is over provisioning and leads to the underutilization of the 

s  only about 5-15% of 

 (VMware, Inc 2010). The utilization of servers can be 

significantly improved by server consolidation. As revealed by VMware, 

-15% to 

 (VMware, Inc 2010). For many enterprises, server 

consolidation becomes a key factor in implementing virtual machine 

technology (Speitkamp & Bichler 2010). Consolidation efforts represent an 

attempt by IT management to capture cost savings by retiring or 

decommissioning legacy devices and standardizing support processes. 

Consolidation projects present the opportunity to minimize the number of 

physical devices as well as software licenses, various application packages, 

and management tools. Continuing advances in the hardware components 

such as multi-core processors and high-speed memory modules up-hold the 

performance of virtual servers. Gartner Inc. is forecasting that the 

virtualization technology is set to play a major role in renovating the IT 

management strategy. The core of this transformation will be based on server 
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virtualization which will efficiently make use of the current underutilized server 

architectures (Christy 2008). 

Further, Karen et al (2008) recommend that physical partitioning 

can enhance security and provide better performance although it may reduce 

the resource utilization due to the rigid limits established (Karen et al. 2008). 

In the above design, hard limits are set only to the network interface card so 

that each guest operating system is associated with a dedicated network 

interface card, which is further shielded by a properly configured firewall. This 

approach enhances security by avoiding malware injection or other form of 

encroachment between guest OS and provides better wire-speed. The kernel 

of the bare metal hypervisor is highly secure by architecture since it has no 

public application programming interfaces, possible ways of hacking or 

cracking this kernel is almost impossible (Ray & Schultz 2009). The possibility 

of escape attack in the type II virtualization is eliminated in the proposed 

approach where the type I bare metal architecture is applied. Our model 

includes a firewall in each guest OS to prevent further attacks and offer 

monitoring capabilities through introspection. The service console placement 

is also crucial in an enterprises network. It is recommended to keep the service 

console out of a demilitarized zone so that it will not easily fall prey to 

externally initiated attacks. Placing it at a point within a network where a 

firewall shields it from such attacks is far better from a security perspective 

(Ray & Schultz 2009). Finally, it is important to ensure that sufficient 

compliance mechanism coupled with systematic inspection of audit log output 

has been devised to enhance security. 
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9.3. Proposed Architecture for Mail Server 

Virtualization   

An anonymous enterprise at Muscat region of the Oman was selected as pilot 

implementation. The enterprise currently has more than three thousand users 

being served by thirty-six servers with the business operations spread across 

Oman. 

Based on the on-site analysis, it is found that the existing network 

infrastructure had lot of performance related issues and relentless downtime. 

Existing mail server had several drawbacks since there was only one front-

end server, which was used  

mailbox server at the back-end. To protect the frontend server, a firewall 

server was placed to filter internet traffic and to provide security to the mail 

server by creating SSL connection. The front-end server and the firewall 

server were not able to handle the surge in traffic due to the increase in the 

number of users, and thus it stood as a single point of failure. This calls for a 

highly scalable and robust infrastructure for handling the email system. It was 

decided to virtualize the data centre of this enterprise using Microsoft Hyper-V 

technology since the enterprise had licenses for Microsoft products. As a first 

step in virtualization, authors did a comprehensive capacity planning to arrive 

at an optimal design and solution. The capacity planning was done to analyse 

three distinct parameters of the system such as workload characteristics, 

performance predictions and cost factors. Based on the findings of the 

capacity planning, a design was made to virtualize the email system in phase-

1 as shown in figure-18. 
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Figure 18 Logical Diagram of Mail Server Virtualization 

The devised design has five physical servers dedicated for the email system. 

Among these five servers, two physical servers are used as mailbox servers 

(back-end servers) and the remaining three servers as client access servers 

(front-end servers). Each client access server (CAS) has three guest servers 

thus making nine virtual servers providing mail access over internet. The 

back-end and the CAS are connected with high-speed fibre optic channel to 

the storage area network (SAN) system in order to provide high-speed data 

access. Besides this, the SAN system helps to provide fault tolerance by 

quickly switching the virtual machine from one host to other host. The system 

centre virtual machine manager centrally manages all the servers with 

minimum administrative cost and time. The Windows network load balancing 
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(NLB) has been deployed to dynamically distribute the client requests. This 

enables the clients to experience acceptable performance level and reduced 

the downtime. Load balancing is given further emphasis by integrating edge 

load balancing, HUB/CAS load balancing, and firewall load balancing in all the 

guest servers to achieve optimal performance. Along with the above said 

features, the following benefits are also achieved by virtualization of the email 

system. 

9.4. Benefits Achieved by Virtualization 

9.4.1. High Availability 

Business continuity and disaster recovery feature has been integrated in the 

proposed system. As SAN storage holds all the virtual machine images, these 

images can be deployed in any virtual machine or physical machine without 

much configuration overheads thus minimizing the downtown. The 

provisioning of SAN storage in a different physical location ensures the 

business continuity in the event of a disaster. 

9.4.2. Financial Benefits 

Server virtualization typically requires larger and more expensive servers; 

however, as discussed in the background, most physical servers are 

underutilized. Hence combining multiple underutilized servers into a single 

larger system can result in significant cost savings. 

9.4.3. Energy and Floor Space Conservation 

Virtualization reduces the number of physical servers where by the physical 

space requirement of the data centre is also saved drastically. Besides this, 
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reducing the number of physical servers in the datacentre reduces the energy 

requirement thus reducing the utilization of electricity. This feature is an 

important aspect in the present world, which is from a green computing 

perspective. 

9.4.4. Enhanced Security 

There is no difference in the security of physical server and virtual machine. 

Edward Ray and Eugene Schultz are confirming this in their research article 

that from security perspective a virtual machine and a physical server do not 

differ [8]. Security has been enhanced by the use of bare metal hypervisor. As 

the hypervisor can access the virtual machine disk files, securing the service 

console is even more important. 

Virtualized server that is running within a bare metal hypervisor provides a 

sandbox thus limiting the impact of a compromise, since the attack platform is 

significantly reduced.  

9.5. Drawbacks and Methods to Overcome 

Like any other technology, server virtualization also has some drawbacks but 

these drawbacks can be eliminated by a strategic approach. An attempt is 

made to overcome those drawbacks as far as possible in the following 

section. 

9.5.1. Single Point of Failure 

Failure of the physical server hosting multiple virtual machines may affect 

multiple services. Even though this situation appears to be catastrophic, the 

chances of such failure can be managed by providing redundant virtual 
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servers. As the SAN system is used to store all the virtual machines, the 

failover of the standby server can be commissioned very fast without 

administrative overheads. 

9.5.2. Demands Powerful Machines 

As multiple virtual machines are deployed in one physical server, it is obvious 

that the physical machine needs to have sufficient processing power. This 

requires the physical machine to have state-of the art configuration and large 

memory. As the cost of hardware components are relatively cheaper, this 

issue can be easily overcome. 

9.5.3. Performance of Virtual Machines 

Even though powerful servers are deployed, performance issues may arise 

due to various reasons. These issues can be addressed by having a proper 

capacity planning which is the most critical aspect in server virtualization since 

it is directly related to server performance. In addition, it is advised not to 

virtualize some servers, which are running applications that demand more 

resources such as database applications and applications whose resource 

requirements are varying frequently or unpredictable such as web servers. 

9.6. Summary 

Virtualization continues to revolutionize the economics of enterprise software, 

changing the nature of how enterprises use contemporary applications, 

platforms and infrastructure for the long-term. Corresponding to this interest in 

server virtualization, mail servers were practically virtualized using bare metal 

architecture and demonstrated dynamic allocation of resources.  
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Through a questionnaire I was able to identify how many ministries used older 

versions of exchange servers, calculate the number of licences used and the 

amount of money spent on administration. Later I was able consolidate the 

nine VMs on three physical servers to provide client access (front end 

servers) and also provide fault-tolerance and automated load balancing with 

the help of SAN storage. Virtualization is implemented using bare metal 

architecture where the hypervisor is installed directly on the hardware without 

the host operating system thus eliminating the operating system 

vulnerabilities. I was able to demonstrate how various services such as mail 

service, web service, file service and application services can be dynamically 

provisioned to government organisations, cost effectively and align to e-

Government strategies.  
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CHAPTER 10 
 

INFORMATION SECURITY AUDIT AND 
ATTESTATION 

 

10.1. Role of Information Security Audit  

Audits are critical for ensuring the confidentiality, integrity and availability of 

the entire enterprise systems architecture (Belsis, Kokolakis & Kiountouzis 

2005).  Of specific interest in the analysis of server audits in Oman is the role 

they have in ensuring the scalability, security and stability of virtual machines 

that comprise the foundation of cloud computing, in addition to their 

contributions to security of virtualized platforms (Ko, Lee & Pearson 2011).  

Server audit combines the most critical factors such as security, scalability, 

and performance, especially in enterprise-wide computing environments that 

rely heavily on virtualization of servers for efficient and economical 

performance. From the benefits of lowered operating expenses made through 

the use of virtualization technologies to the streamlining of e-governance 

strategies, virtualization continues to mature rapidly.  At the epicentre of 

virtualizat

optimizing line-of-business scenarios and workflows. 

The nature of cloud computing and the increasing dependency enterprises 

have on it as their platform of choice makes server performance, security and 

the reliability of virtualization structures a strategic priority. The first stage 

should include design and architectural details of VMs, storage, topology and 

bandwidth management. It should be based on the management functions of 

the virtualized server architectures enterprises rely on today.  The second 
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stage should include version and configuration management, security and 

access analysis and validation, and application controls management.  This 

third stage of auditing should look to establish a baseline for monitoring 

across the network and storage systems of servers used in a virtualized 

environment. These three areas that unify server virtualization includes 

baseline for performance, governance and  monitoring for compliance further 

underline the complexities of competing server audits in virtualized 

environments. 

The hypervisor acts as the orchestration agent across physical servers, and 

also acts as an orchestrating Web Service coordinating VM memory allocation 

while tracking performance and balancing across VMs and server 

components (Yunis, Hughes & Roge 2008). Concentrating on the vulnerability 

of VMs, as they can be relatively easily copied within different partitions on the 

same physical server, in addition to being copied across a network as well is 

essential. Based on the finding from this step of monitoring and evaluation, 

security policies can be improved and new administrative controls can be 

introduced to minimize the identified threats and vulnerabilities. For example if 

a network security vulnerabilities is identified then the configuration of firewalls 

and the level of hypervisor integration and traceability throughout a given 

servers operating system, security software and application configuration is 

changed (Yunis, Hughes & Roge 2008).   

The intent of the chapter presented in this analysis is to show how a server 

audit can be designed and implemented to ensure security, scalability and 

stability of enterprise systems for the long-term.  
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10.2. Concerns in Auditing Virtualized 

Environments 

The continual evolution of server virtualization technologies by Microsoft, 

VMware, Citrix and many other vendors underscore the need for a 

consistently definable, scalable model that can span across the many 

competing vendor approaches to these technologies.  Today, there is no 

standard framework or methodology for evaluating server audit performance 

and results among many emerging vendor defined standards.  What is 

evident in this initial period of server audits in virtualized environments is that 

the many competing and conflicting standards are making it very difficult for 

the enterprises globally who are early adopters of these technologies to get 

the full value from them.  The need for a server audit in virtualized 

environments can readily be seen from the studies of how security is lagging 

in the overall structure of virtualization-based authentication and enterprise-

wide security strategies (Collier, Plassman & Pegah 2007).  There is an 

urgent need on the part of enterprises in Oman to be able to attain higher 

levels of security for their cloud-based initiatives by creating more effective 

server audits that include key factors of business strategies. 

The early adopters of virtualization have been driven primarily by the 

economic benefits of this technology.  The mainstream adopters of 

virtualization are more focused on how these associated technologies can be 

used for knowledge management systems development (Belsis, Kokolakis & 

Kiountouzis 2005) and efficient attainment of business goals and objectives 

(Yunis, Hughes & Roge 2008).  Server audits in virtualized environments are 
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critically important for ensuring enterprise systems support and bring agility to 

business strategies.  The stability and security of servers being used in virtual 

environments depends on the enterprise IT architecture which ensures 

compliance and alignment to business strategies.  The reliance on server 

virtualization as a platform for ensuring greater business strategy execution 

and performance is the catalyst that continues to push this area forward (Ko, 

Lee & Pearson 2011). Server audits in virtualized environments are 

increasingly becoming part of the Return on Investment (ROI) of companies 

as cloud computing becomes more aligned with business strategies.  The 

indispensable nature of virtualization in the broader strategic initiatives and 

programs of enterprises is now apparent with the rapid ascent of Software-as-

a-Service (SaaS) application growth as well.   

These economic factors of better return of investment (ROI) based on cloud 

computing performance, greater agility and customization of these 

applications to the need of companies, and the strategic role of cloud 

computing today all underscore how critical server audits in virtualized 

environments are.   

However many auditors take a conservative stand when auditing physical 

environments by claiming that physical machines must have only one 

application layer service such as web server, domain name system (DNS) 

server, FTP server and so on. Conversely in virtual machines since many 

applications are hosted on a single machine the assessor is not sure of 

technical intricacies due to limited expertise in virtualization. Traditionally, 

auditors inspect data centre racks and check the existence of a firewall that is 

plugged into a chassis and examine the firewall policies to ascertain 
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protection capability. But in virtual environments, firewalls that are protecting 

communication between guest machines are configured in software which is 

intermingled with the hypervisor management. This causes difficulty in 

understanding how and where zones are deployed. 

The network management tools to monitor and log virtual networks, virtual 

firewalls, virtual compliance systems, etc. are not as mature as their physical 

counterparts. Also some guest systems may be inactive or offline which pose 

a serious challenge since they are inactive when the new patches are applied. 

In response, the vulnerability management controls must be able to remediate 

such VMs and provide evidence that both active and passive VMs have 

equivalent protection applied. The possible risk of information leakage due to 

segregation of networks and systems must also be evaluated in virtual 

environment. Information leakage due to improper protection of virtual media 

is also a cause of concern as shared hosting is an important feature in virtual 

infrastructure. The intent of the framework presented in this analysis is to 

show how a server audit can be designed and implemented to ensure 

security, scalability and stability of enterprise systems for the long-term that 

use bare metal architecture.  

10.3. Framework for Auditing in Virtualized 

Environments   

The first step of the auditing process includes defining a knowledge capture 

and management strategy to capture the virtualization management 

architecture. For an effective server audit to be completed, every aspect of the 

virtualization architecture must be documented, understood with specific 
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attention to security workflows and authentication levels.  In this first step of 

the proposed framework, server audits in virtualized environments include 

defining the role-based authentications and workflows that every member of 

an enterprise would use daily.  Using advanced techniques like business 

process management (BPM) and business process re-engineering (BPR), 

auditors can quickly determine how effective existing performance, scalability 

and security levels are within a given virtualization architecture.   

Further, server audits in virtualized environments concentrate on defining and 

validating the software versions of the virtualization systems. It focuses on 

evaluating the policies and specific security steps that a given enterprise has 

put into place before creating a VM instance, in addition to the current status 

vendor service enterprise (Yunis, Hughes & Roge 2008). In completing this 

step of the server audit, virtualization software release levels are evaluated in 

the context of compatibility and interconnection to other system components.  

This involves the development of an interconnection matrix that can provide 

auditors with insight into how each component relates to the broader system 

performance levels of the entire system architecture of an enterprise (Yunis, 

Hughes & Roge 2008).   

Validation and creation of policies and procedures for each server audit 

administration including security patches is essential.  Server audits need to 

evaluate the performance of updates relative to schedules while also 

evaluating and ranking vendor performance levels as well.  One of the best 

approaches to this is to assign a timeliness rating to the server updates, and 

post this as a metric of system performance and compliance to optimal 
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system levels. Server audits are based on establishing traceability and 

transaction records for each of the user accounts and role-based definitions.  

This specific step concentrates on the specific administrative controls and 

procedures to add modify, and delete administrator and user accounts for 

each sever and across the entire virtualized environment. Administrative 

controls are necessary to ensure the workflow permissions and rights for each 

server at the operating system and application level (Collier, Plassman & 

Pegah 2007). 

The second step of the proposed server audit is to complete a thorough 

review at the kernel level of the servers of interest in the audit to see which 

Application/Web Services are running and what their role is in the enterprise 

business strategies.  This is critical from an audit standpoint as Web Services 

can and are often modified with cross-scripting code to enable sophisticated 

attacks of servers (Collier, Plassman & Pegah 2007).  The server audit must 

also evaluate the overall configuration of the Application/Web Services 

including the definition of configuration options to data services outside the 

enterprises.  The systematic evaluation and auditing of Web Services is 

essential if the entire virtual infrastructure of an enterprise is going to be 

protected over the long-term (Collier, Plassman & Pegah 2007).  Auditors 

must also have the insight and system security approvals at the role based 

level to change integration and security options if needed to ensure hardened 

security levels and higher performance. 

This step of the proposed audit framework concentrates on the development 

of templates that can be used for configuring and launching multiple VMs on 

the same physical server.  Templates are needed to ensure standardization of 
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security configurations across all VMs running on a specific physical server, in 

addition to providing the hypervisor data that is valuable in orchestrating 

overall infrastructure performance.  This template-based approach to defining 

configuration of servers, VMs and their effects on the hypervisor can 

significantly improve server performance while reducing the risk of intrusions 

and security breaches (Yunis, Hughes & Roge 2008).   The use of templates 

can also make the process of completing server audits more automated, 

which will lead to a more periodic schedule delivering more valuable data over 

time.  

The third step of the proposed framework for completing server audits in 

virtualized environments is centred on the monitoring/evaluation of virtual 

machine (VM) activity, access and performance.  One of the most traceable 

activities of any VM is their provisioning and de-provisioning at the individual 

server and throughout a virtualized server environment (Yunis, Hughes & 

Roge 2008). Included in this phase is an evaluation of the disaster recovery 

plan for the server itself, including back-up and recovery tasks. Through 

internal and external testing hardware capacity of a server can be optimized 

given the business objectives of the enterprise. Considering the nature of their 

business model, value chain, scope and structure of their supply chains, and 

integration to the VM level in advanced settings is tested. (Yunis, Hughes & 

Roge 2008). This step specifically creates a VM monitoring application or 

utility service that captures the specific hardware performance by enterprise 

software application. Metrics captured in this step include the performance of 

physical virtualization media, communication protocols, and processor and 

memory performance, and the benchmarked performance of the server 
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versus its Service Level Agreements (SLA). Here focus is given to evaluating 

the variation in server performance on the dimensions of individual and 

aggregate VM performance, and across the key performance indicators of 

server security as defined in the initial audit objectives (Collier, Plassman & 

Pegah 2007).  The proposed server audit is based on a thorough review of 

the data redundancy, data storage and data backup plans relative to actual 

performance and having appropriate controls to prevent data leakage. 

The process flow diagram (Figure-19) given below provides an insight to 

auditors to assess the adequacy of controls in a virtual environment. The audit 

process flow diagram starts with the previous audit findings and identifies the 

requirements and the controls along with deficiencies discovered in the 

previous audit. The audit must also include the technological advancements 

inherent to change over a period of time and the associated threats that must 

be captured in the scope of applicability.  

 

Figure 19 Audit Process Flow Diagram 
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Risks in virtual environment are classified into six major categories as follows: 

1. Architectural risks 

2. Administrative risks 

3. Application risks 

4. Configuration risk 

5. Information leakage risks and  

6. Monitoring risks. 

Architectural risks consist of risks created by the abstraction layer between 

the physical hardware and the virtualized systems. It focuses on the design of 

VMs, storage, network topology, bandwidth, management systems, etc.  

The audit must capture on, whether defence in depth is implemented with 

enforcement of least privilege. One important challenge in deploying 

virtualization is to group appropriate VMs of different trust and security levels 

associated within the particular virtual machine. Hence, audit must ensure that 

VMs of different trust levels are not mixed and dormant virtual machines are 

not inadvertently left out of security procedures. 

Administrative risks are the risks associated with the organizational 

structure that defines the roles and responsibilities to enforce separation of 

duties and the use of third party tools to provide administrative controls. The 

audit must emphasis on documentation that identifies who is responsible for 

each VM and thereby restricting access to administrative interfaces. Relevant 

policies and procedures need to be examined for sufficiency and 

completeness. 

Application risks are the risks associated in hosting many applications in 

single VM. The hidden vulnerability in the application is a potential threat for 
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 and also the vulnerabilities in the hypervisor can 

be a risk factor for the VM. The audit in virtual environment should validate 

and create taxonomy of reference policies and procedures for each 

application. 

Configuration risks are ever increasing with the dynamic nature of threats 

and vulnerabilities. Secure configuration baselines must be maintained in 

 up-to-date with security patches applied. 

Hence audit should look at how hypervisor hardening is implemented based 

on best practices and ensure that the virtual machines and virtual appliances 

are hardened. 

Information leakage risks deals with sensitive data exiting outside the 

authorized territory circumventing the security controls. The information 

leakage can also occur between virtual appliances when resources are being 

shared by multiple virtual machines. So, the audit must review the kernel level 

of the hypervisor to safeguard the physical resources such as CPU cores and 

network interface cards such that appropriate levels of isolation is evident. 

Further, the audit process should evaluate the network segmentation details. 

Monitoring risks are the risks due to lack of proactive management, 

operational and follow-up procedures. The audit should assess the VM 

monitoring utility that captures the specific hardware performance for 

enterprise software applications. The audit must make certain that traceability 

and transaction records for accountability exist for each of the user accounts 

from a policy standpoint. 
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The audit questions were arrived for each classification of risks after 

discussion with information security auditors. These questions are provided in 

appendix-I.  

The following table-3 illustrates the calculation of effective value of each type 

of risk and the corresponding figure-20 displays the desired and maximum 

points.  

Table 3 Calculation of effective value of each type of risk 

Taxonomy of 
Risks 

Maximum 
Points 

Average value 
of Desired 

points 
Priority 

Effective Value of 
Desired Points 

(Average value * 
Priority /5) 

Architectural 
risks 

4 3.304 5 3.304 

Configuration 
Risks 

4 3.48 4 2.784 

Information 
Leakage Risks 

4 3.5 1 0.7 

Application 
Risks 

4 3.37 3 2.022 

Monitoring 
Risks 

4 3.33 3 1.998 

Administrative 
Risks 

4 3.34 4 2.672 
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Figure 20 Risks prioritized based on its taxonomy 

 

The audit questions were distributed to the security auditors and their inputs 

which range from zero (not applicable) to 4 (strongly agree) were collected.  

The average value of their points for each taxonomy of risk is listed in column-

3 of the table-3.  The effective values of desired points are arrived by the 

product of average value and priority which is then divided by maximum range 

of values (i.e 0 to 4). The highest priority is given to the architectural risks 

since architectural flaws form the foundation for other risks in virtual 

environment. However administrative and configuration risks can be 

dynamically managed based on the output of monitoring reports. 
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10.4. Summary  

Auditing in a virtual environment looks similar to the audit in physical 

environment however it brings in additional complexities and confusion to the 

compliance efforts. Due to the lack of comprehensive standards and 

frameworks to audit a virtual environment, the audit process becomes 

cumbersome. This chapter provides light on this issue and provides taxonomy 

of risks inherent in virtual environments and relevant control objectives.  
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CHAPTER 11 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 

11.1. Research Conclusion 
 
Enterprises are continually challenged to increase the breadth and depth of 

their information security governance especially in virtual environment and 

security controls, often having to align to their business objectives. This forces 

the continual management and maintenance of security technologies, 

frequently requiring enterprises to master specific methods of software design 

and virtual infrastructure configuration.  

Through interview and discussion, it was possible to arrive at a consensus 

that a strategically balanced approach is required to achieve corporate 

governance that integrates people, process and technology.  

A conceptual model of GRC for optimizing enterprise information security was 

developed and proposed as a balanced solution, underpinning the theoretical 

philosophies that influence the transition of information security from a 

technical perspective to information security governance focusing on virtual 

environments. Thus governance can be achieved by fostering a security 

culture that leads to an optimized enterprise information security system in 

since they excessively trust each other and lack security awareness. An 

innovative enterprise-wide security governance model providing a flexible 

decentralized decision making perspective with accountability and focusing on 

security objectives and strategies is devised. 
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This conceptual model included ERM as an unifying platform to integrate 

governance strategy, security polices and certification & evaluation for 

compliance to achieve organizational transparency. This model provides 

opportunities to explore and exploit emerging threats and vulnerabilities 

pertaining to virtual environments and dynamically change security strategies 

in response to external environments. The findings from the questionnaire 

show that majority of information security practitioners in Oman are aware of 

COSO framework but unfortunately COSO is presumed as complex due to 

excessive grouping of risks and also fails to provide direction from an 

implementation perspective. To address this problem, risk was classified into 

three categories such as business risks, technical risks and regulatory risks. 

Based on these categories, a conceptual maturity model was developed 

which defines four different approaches such as due-diligence, probabilistic 

risk analysis, scenario-based approach and system analysis approach for 

managing enterprise risk. 

In order to optimize information security in an enterprise in Oman, the IT 

infrastructure which acts as an enabler to business, needs to be optimized. To 

accomplish this, server virtualization strategy using bare-metal architecture 

was practically implemented to dynamically manage resource allocation. This 

implementation was successfully tested to help enterprises to overcome the 

typical concerns of modern data centers and provide many benefits such as 

high availability, scalability, cost reduction, minimizing floor space and 

enhanced security.  
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Vulnerability assessment for a cluster of public sector enterprises was 

conducted and analyzed the results to find out the areas of potential failure 

and success rate of threats. Additionally, audit reports, service level 

agreements (SLA) and other relevant IT infrastructure artifacts were 

investigated. Assessment of disaster recovery plans; business continuity 

plans and the scope of emergency response plans from the standpoint of 

uptime and service availability were also explored. 

Research findings in these public sector enterprises which were used as a 

case study showed that there is lack of analytics and reporting system on the 

use of information assets and its security implications across the enterprise. 

This revealed that a robust IT governance framework was missing to deliver 

measurable value to the business while improving the productivity. Although 

COBIT provides direction to IT governance, it rarely defines the 

implementation details applicable to virtual infrastructure. Hence a framework 

was developed after evaluating the four domains of COBIT and selecting the 

most critical control objectives and implemented IT governance within a short 

span of time and with limited resources. The implementation was done by 

mapping the selected control objectives with various best practices such as 

Prince2, ITIL and ISO 27002 for effective ITG implementation. 

The findings of the interviews show that most of the information security 

assessors are not experts in virtualization since they do not understand the 

technical intricacies to ascertain if a specific design and configuration is 

secure. Also many of them confessed that they struggled with virtualization as 

no formal frameworks for auditing in virtual environments are prescribed. The 
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notion of effective auditing in virtual environment was discussed and 

taxonomy of risks inherent in virtual environments and relevant control 

objectives was provided. The finding of this research shows that a formal 

framework for successful auditing in virtual environment is necessary and was 

devised. 

Balancing between the need for continual mastery of system and application 

configuration on the one hand and the need to stay ahead of the numerous 

requirements of internal and external stakeholders on the other forms the 

foundation of the series of recommendations provided in this research. 

11.2. Novelty and research contribution 
 
This research made contribution in various research stages, namely research 

planning, literature review, conceptualization of the solution and research 

experimentation. These contributions are summarized below. 

In the research planning stage, a preliminary review of literature coupled with 

industry visits to gain insight into enterprise security management practices, 

enabled the development of the research problem, i.e. lack of comprehensive 

Governance, Risk and Compliance framework for enterprise information 

security in virtual environments. 

After interviewing information security practitioners about the security 

implementations in various enterprises, clear research objectives and 

research questions were formulated. The significance of research within the 

context of Oman was developed after discussing with decision makers in ITA 
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so that a private cloud based solution could enhance the services provided by 

enterprises and align to e-government strategy. 

In the literature review stage, extensive review of literature was helpful in 

understanding the enterprise security practices and the associated gap in 

literature with regards to inadequate standards and frameworks for 

information security governance especially in virtual environments. Literature 

also revealed that virtualization continues to grow in enterprise data centers 

due to its immense popularity owing to economic benefits and other 

characteristics such as scalability, availability and high performance. 

However, virtual machines add complexity and some confusion to compliance 

efforts which, without proper guidance from appropriate frameworks, would 

cause problems during audit. The resulting contribution specific to this 

research was the selection of control objectives based on COBIT and 

mapping with best practices that aligns to IT governance strategies. 

In the conceptualization of solution stage, a Strategically Balanced 

Governance, Risk and Compliance Model was developed based on the 

analysis from previous research activities and interview questions. This novel 

model will help any enterprise in implementing GRC without the need of any 

software packages. The proposed model is flexible by providing opportunity to 

adjust and align security strategies according to the objectives of the 

enterprise. 

Later a questionnaire was designed and distributed to security practitioners in 

Oman on Enterprise Risk Management to check if they are adhering to 

international ERM framework such as COSO. The findings were analyzed and 
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a conceptual maturity model was proposed to attain optimal risk management 

by integrating predictive risk analysis into enterprise management process. 

In the research experimentation a project on server virtualization was 

implemented using bare metal hypervisor architecture for one of the ministries 

in Oman to ensure that operationally critical information is available, accurate, 

and up-to-date. Later, through interviews and practical experiments 

complexities of auditing in virtual environment were explored and an audit 

process flow was devised that provides insight to auditors to assess the 

adequacy of controls in a virtual environment. Although PCI DSS is the first 

compliance standard to encounter virtualization issues; most auditors don't 

interpret this consistently due to their lack of understanding of the implications 

of virtualization. Many also confessed that they struggled with virtualization as 

no formal frameworks for auditing in virtual environments are prescribed. 

The proposed audit process flow diagram starts with the previous audit 

findings and identifies the requirements and the controls along with 

deficiencies discovered in the previous audit. The audit also includes the 

technological advancements inherent to change over a period of time and the 

associated threats that must be captured in the scope of applicability.  Hence 

risks in virtual environment were classified into six major categories as 

follows: 

Architectural risks, Administrative risks, Application risks, Configuration risks, 

Information leakage risks and Monitoring risks. 

A total of 32 questions were devised based on the taxonomy of risks that is 

appropriate for auditing and attestation in virtual environment. The findings 
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were analyzed and the resulting framework for a successful audit in virtual 

environments is contribution that has changed some of the security 

assumptions and audit controls in virtual environments. 

11.3. Evaluation 
 
E-government fosters collaboration between government entities thus 

improving the public services by providing access to citizens, residents and 

external partners. E-government initiatives need to build governance 

mechanisms to respond to the twin challenges of alignment to external 

entities and internal integration of systems.  

Many government organizations are embracing cloud computing to address 

the pressures and challenges across the wider economy. They are beginning 

to explore the use of cloud computing services in many areas such as 

manpower, education, health and housing, which will ultimately serve to 

transform government services using cloud technology on a large scale.  

Cloud computing is evolving as a web based service that delivers on- demand 

services cost effectively across a large pool of users with amazing scalability 

and availability. It was predicted by McGee in a Gartner report, that cloud 

computing could be a US$149 billion market by 2014 and by 2016 could have 

100% penetration in Forbes list of the Global 2000 companies (McGee, 2011).  

However cloud computing poses several challenges due to complexity of 

sharing data across multiple tenants, coupled with storage of data and 

application integration on behalf of clients. Information security governance 

plays a vital role since access to several different accounts should be 
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provided while data is stored on the same physical server using multitenancy-

based configurations.   

It is evident from analysis of MOE network infrastructure and its audited 

reports that the current security strategies are inadequate to meet the 

business objectives since they do not support the complexities associated 

with virtual network infrastructure as required by cloud computing.  

Through discussions with public sector enterprises showed the importance of 

aligning to e-government strategies. This calls for an implementable 

framework, which was developed after evaluating the four domains of COBIT 

and selecting critical processes and control objectives which are then mapped 

with Prince2, ITIL and ISO 270002 for effective ITG implementation. 

Due to the lack of comprehensive standards and frameworks to audit a virtual 

environment, first taxonomy of risks inherent in virtual environments was 

devised and relevant audit questions developed that will provide new 

dimension in auditing a virtual environment.  Finally as a highlight, a novel 

framework for auditing in virtual environment was developed which provides a 

comprehensive view into the types of risks in virtual infrastructure and 

provides a concrete checklist with relevant questions for auditing. The risk 

grouping and prioritization has been arrived by applying multivariate analysis 

which helps the auditors in quantifying the risk factor. 
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11.4. Recommendations 
 
 
Following are the recommendations provided: 

1. A strategically balanced GRC model should be adopted to maintain 

optimized risk management, governance and enterprise information 

security policies in synchronization with each other and at the same 

time attaining a high level of transparency. 

2. Enterprise information security policy should be used to ensure that its 

taxonomies created and outputs can be used for compliance and 

effective governance. 

3. Information security should not be treated as just a technical issue 

rather as a business issue which can stimulate high degree of 

transparency and information velocity throughout an enterprise. 

4. Risk management function should be integrated across the enterprise 

with insights into just how mitigation of risks, cost controls and process 

integration are all contributing to overall financial performance.  

5. IT governance should be implemented using COBIT framework by 

identifying critical success factors in an enterprise and make use 

various best practices available. Further, the data collected from 

analytics has been used to track performance and revisit the control 

objectives thus making the adoption of COBIT controls more 

consistent.  

6. Access controls need to segregate the responsibility for administration 

and approval of network access and non-administrative access.  There 

also needs to be clear differences between approvers and account 
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creators to ensure no conflict of interest in creating and updating 

records.   

7. A configuration management system must adhere to enterprise 

designated baseline security-hardening standards and all assets must 

be entered and tracked in the configuration management database 

system (CMDB) to ensure a system of record is created and continually 

updated.  

8. Business units need to control the overall definition of wireless and 

mobile access, in addition to defining public key infrastructure 

strategies that align with their specific business models and needs.  

This will also serve to unify system configuration and stakeholder 

requirements as well.   

9. Emerging technologies such as virtualization and cloud computing 

should be utilized to enhance revenue opportunities with optimal 

security.  

10. Management should develop a culture of compliance through auditing 

such that security functions and accountability within the enterprise fit 

the governance structure. 

11. Auditing framework should be used to audit virtual infrastructure for 

compliance that leads towards achieving certification through 

evaluation and a structured and reporting mechanism to the senior 

management for effective governance. 

12.  A structured reporting mechanism with defined roles and 

responsibilities and segregation of duties is essential for the prevention 

of conflict of interest and detection of control failures. 
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13.  Finally to attain the highest level of best practices with audit and 

accountability, all audit reports need to be captured on non-changeable 

media and all reports must be aggregated and used through a common 

tracking system to see which roles and administrators are accessing 

the data.  

 
11.5. Limitations 
 
Use date from private sector organizations and consulting companies such as 

Ernst & Young, PricewaterhouseCoopers etc. to evaluate the efficiency of the 

model.  Considering the sensitivity of the research topic and the data collected 

actual names of the enterprises could not revealed  

11.6. Future Work  
 
Outsourcing aspect of cloud computing raises serious concerns about the 

security and privacy of the data assets that are outsourced to providers of 

cloud services especially in public cloud is worth researching. 

A mathematical model or algorithm should be explored to optimize information 

security in an enterprise which should capture technical and non-technical 

aspects along with information security culture.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

Progress of the Research Project 

 
This part of the document summarizes the work done by the author based on 

the valuable inputs provided by his supervisor. 

Year Achieved 

2008 

A taught course on research methodology was taken and a 

proposal was submitted as part of the course work after preliminary 

literature review. The proposal was later changed completely to 

information security domain with due approval from the supervisor. 

An initial study of various information security standards and 

frameworks such as ISO 27001, COBIT, ITIL and COSO was done. 

Research aims and objectives were defined after studying the 

information security implementations issues in ministry of education 

and ITA. 

2009 

A detailed literature review was done to study the information 

security practices followed globally and Oman in particular. 

Analyzed background theory and the importance of ISMS and 

previous research finding to arrive at the research problem. 

Conducted in-depth interviews with security management 

practitioners in various enterprises in different industrial domains 

2010 
A detailed literature review was done on enterprise information 

security and a strategically balanced governance risk and 
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compliance (GRC) model was developed. 

A paper was presented in the 2010 International conference on 

security and management (SAM10) in Las Vegas USA (Please 

refer Appendix-C for the article). 

2011 

A project on server virtualization was implemented using bare metal 

hypervisor architecture for one of the ministries in Oman to ensure 

that operationally critical information is available, accurate, and up- 

to-date. 

A paper was presented in the world congress on Internet security 

(World CIS 2011) London. It was later published in IEEE Xplore 

(Please refer  Appendix-D for the article) 

A questionnaire was designed and distributed to security 

practitioners in Oman on Enterprise Risk Management to check if 

they are in following international ERM framework such as COSO. 

The findings were analyzed and recommendations provided which 

resulted in a paper that was presented in the 9th Australian 

Information Security Management Conference (SECAU) (Please 

refer Appendix-E for the article). 

2012 

To ensure that sensitive information is treated in accordance with 

law, regulation, and organizational policy, critical control objectives 

based on COBIT were selected and mapped with best practices 

that aligns to the goals of the enterprise and implemented IT 

governance. 

The findings were analyzed and recommendations provided 
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resulted in a paper which was presented in the World Congress on 

Internet Security (WorldCIS-2012) in Canada. It was later published 

in IEEE Xplore (Please refer Appendix-F for the article). 

The extended version of the above paper has been refereed and 

accepted to be published in the International Journal of Internet 

Technology and Secured Transactions (IJITST), ISSN (Online): 

1748-5703  -  ISSN (Print): 1748-569X. (Please refer Appendix-G 

for the article). 

Through interviews and practical experiments complexities of 

auditing in virtual environment were explored and an audit process 

flow was defined.  

The taxonomy of risks inherent in virtual environments was 

explored and a novel framework was provided. The findings were 

analyzed and resulted in a paper which was presented in The 2013 

CICEM, conference sponsored by (ACM) Amman, Jordan April 29-

May 1, 2013. (Please refer Appendix-H for the article). 

2013 

Document and Assemble Dissertation Chapters, Review for 

Consistency, Completeness and prepare presentation for defense. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Audit Questions 
 

Sl. 
No  

Risk Taxonomy  Audit Question  Strongly 
Agree 
(4)  

Agree 
(3)  

Somewhat 
agree (2)  

Disagree 

(1)  

NA 
(0)  

 

 

1  Administrative 
risks  

Are all the 
operational 
policies and 
procedures 
regularly 
updated?  

 

     

 

2  Administrative 
risks  

Do you have 
controls for 
ensuring 
integrity?  

 

     

 

3  Administrative 
risks  

Do the 
documents for 
change control 
refer to the 
correct partition 
on the correct 
server? 

  

     

 

4  Administrative 
risks  

Evaluate backup/ 
DR capabilities.  

 

     

5  Administrative 
risks  

Is a physically 
separated 
administrative 
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infrastructure 
used for 
management 
functions, such 
as creating new 
VMs or changing 
existing images?  

 

6  Administrative 
risks  

Are there 
management-
approved 
initiatives to 
prevent spoofed 
source address 
attacks, 
connection 
hijacking, route 
hijacking and 
man-in-the-
middle attacks?  

 

     

7  Administrative 
risks  

Is a documented 
configuration 
management 
(CM) process 
utilized for all VM 
additions, 
changes or 
deletions of 
users, groups, 
roles and 
permissions?  

 

     

 

8  Administrative 
risks  

Logical access 
controls such as 
application 
security and 
segregation of 
duties should be 
applied for all 
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levels of users.  

 

9  Administrative 
risks  

Training the staff 
on virtualization 
technology and 
security features 
in a virtual IT 
system  

 

     

 

10  Application 
risks  

Do you have 
application 
redundancy?  

 

     

 

11  Application 
risks  

Is all the 
applications 
tested for 
functionality and 
performance?  

 

     

 

12  Application 
risks  

Are the 

developed to 
address 
application 
security issues? 
(issues such as: 
sql injection, 
buffer overflow 
etc.,)  

 

     

 

13  Architectural 
Risks  

Do you have fault 
tolerant network?  

 

     

 

14  Architectural 
Risks  

Do you have 
Fault tolerance 
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Data storage?  

 

 

15  Architectural 
Risks  

Are the virtual 
machines 
separated by 
sensitivity?  

 

     

 

16  Architectural 
Risks  

Is all network 
traffic managed 
on a dedicated 
virtual local area 
network (VLAN) 
or network 
segment?  

 

     

 

17  Configuration 
risks  

Do you have 
firewall protection 
for each VM?  

 

     

 

18  Configuration 
risks  

Are the 
configurations of 
virtual machines 
are secured such 
that 
vulnerabilities in 
one function 
cannot impact 
the security of 
other functions?  

 

     

 

19  Configuration 
risks  

Does the 
management 
console of the 
virtual machine 
manager have 
tight access 
controls, locked 
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down to specific 
users and 
specific partitions 
or machines?  

 

20  Configuration 
risks  

Are there 
controls for 
specific users 
that limit access 
and read/write 
capabilities?  

     

 

21  Configuration 
risks  

Does the system 
have orphaned 
images?  

 

     

 

22  Configuration 
risks  

Are the host 
firewalls capable 
of detecting 
intrusions/ 
malware 
analysis?  

 

     

 

23  Configuration 
risks  

Is the host 
configured to log 
changes to the 
VMs including 
incidents of 
copying, moving 
or deleting from 
the host?  

 

     

 

24  Configuration 
risks  

Do you have a 
Configuration 
management 
database 
(CMDB)  
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25  Information 
leakage risks  

Is there a 
provision to 
prevent file 
stealing using 
external media 
(e.g., floppy, 
CD/DVDRW, 
USB/flash 
drives)?  

 

     

 

26  Information 
leakage risks  

Is there a 
provision to 
capture traffic 
coming into or 
out of the 
network 
interfaces?  

 

     

 

27  Monitoring 
Risks  

Do you have a 
separate log 
server with 
restricted 
access?  

 

     

 

28  Monitoring 
Risks  

Evaluation of 
Policies, 
Procedures and  
documentation  

     

 

29  Monitoring 
Risks  

Evaluation of 
Controls  

     

 

30  Monitoring 
Risks  

Evaluate the 
business 
continuity and 
capacity 
management 
strategies for the 
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virtual IT 
systems.  

31  Monitoring 
Risks  

Evaluate the 
management, 
operational and 
technical controls 
in practice for the 
virtual IT 
systems, and 
evaluate whether 
there are any 
loopholes. 

     

 

32  Monitoring 
risks  

Does the system 
automatically 
trigger alarms 
and generate 
incident reports?  
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APPENDIX D 

Effective Server Virtualization with Enhanced 
Security Strategy for Large Organizations 
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APPENDIX E 
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF ERM PERCEPTION IN OMAN AND 

PROPOSING A MATURITY MODEL FOR RISK OPTIMIZATION 
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APPENDIX F 

IMPLEMENTING IT GOVERNANCE USING 
COBIT: A CASE STUDY FOCUSING ON 
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APPENDIX G 

INFORMATION SECURITY GOVERNANCE 
USING COBIT: FOCUSING ON CRITICAL 

SUCCESS FACTORS
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APPENDIX H 
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